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Abstract

The Knights of the Forest was an 1863 secret society that formed in Mankato, MN, during the aftermath of the U.S.-Dakota War. They took an oath to advocate for the banishment of “all Indians” from the state of Minnesota. But newspaper articles written by and about four members show that the organization was only concerned with the exile of the Ho-Chunk people, who had not participated in the U.S.-Dakota War. In the winter of 1862-1863, settlers in the Mankato region pressured the federal government for Ho-Chunk removal under the threat of extermination of the Ho-Chunk people. Their reservation had comprised the majority of prime farmland in Blue Earth County just southeast of Mankato since 1855. The Knights of the Forest sent armed men to surround the Ho-Chunk land and shoot anyone who crossed the line. Once the Ho-Chunk were forced from the county in May of 1863, the secret society ceased to exist. Hundreds of Ho-Chunk people died because of their removal from Minnesota. Conditions at Crow Creek Reservation in South Dakota were so desolate many left to Omaha or back to their Wisconsin homeland within months. Meanwhile, new settlers moved onto their former southwestern Minnesota reservation, and Blue Earth County experienced its earliest economic expansion at the expense of the Ho-Chunk Nation.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

On May 3, 1968, leaders at Minnesota State University Mankato (MSUM) held a ceremony to open a “tin box” time capsule that had been sealed inside the cornerstone of the university’s historic Old Main building for a century. The College Reporter listed the contents in vague categories: business cards, newspapers, and miscellaneous items, with no mention of the secret society “ritual” that had survived a fire and over one hundred years inside the box. Although it was the second time the time capsule had been opened, it was an appropriate activity for the college’s centennial celebrations that had taken place throughout that year. The box had first been opened and resealed with additional items after it survived a 1922 fire where the first Old Main building burned to the ground. During the 1968 centennial, it looked like the time capsule items might finally debut in public and move to the university’s archives. The College Reporter stated that “a display will be set up on campus for the viewing of the contents,” but university leaders were “debating whether to put the articles into another cornerstone or into the archives of the college.” There is no report of an exhibit that presented items from the box, but there was another event in September of that year where the tin box was again resealed with additional contents into Old Main as part of the university’s final centennial celebrations.¹

The time capsule had originally been sealed inside the cornerstone of the Old Main building at the then-named Mankato Normal School on June 22, 1869, during a large dedication ceremony featuring fraternal organizations and attended by thousands of guests. A procession had traveled down Front Street, the main street in Mankato. At the parade’s end, the crowd of

1200-1500 awaited to observe a musical performance, a reading of the contents of the time capsule box, and the “laying of the corner stone according to the impressive ceremonies of the Odd Fellows, conducted by Noble Grand [Sheldon] F. Barney.”

Cornerstone time capsule ceremonies with fraternal organizations were a common occurrence in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, especially for publicly funded buildings. Many public buildings in Minnesota have contained cornerstone time capsules, including buildings at St. Cloud State University, the State Capitol, and the Grand Army of the Republic Hall in Litchfield.

It wasn’t until 2004 that the original 1869 items from the Old Main cornerstone were publicly listed online. Among them was a document for the Knights of the Forest, a short-lived

Figure 1. Old Main and students from Mankato State Normal School, 1884. Source: MSUM Archives.

---

2 *Mankato Weekly Record*, June 26, 1869.
but influential secret society that existed in Mankato during the early months of 1863, immediately following the U.S.-Dakota War and the execution of thirty-eight Dakota soldiers in Mankato.\(^5\) This ritual document contains the text of the membership oath, opening ceremonies, and initiation rites, which promised to bind the men “together as brothers in common interest” so they could go forth “stronger and braver in the determination to banish forever from our beautiful State every Indian who now desecrates our soil” (see Appendix A).\(^6\) The organization’s singular goal was to provoke the removal of the Ho-Chunk reservation from Blue Earth County.\(^7\)

Accounts of the group allege that many of the area’s prominent men were among its membership. So, it is possible that numerous members of the Knights of the Forest attended the 1869 cornerstone ceremony. One member identified in later newspaper articles was Asa Barney, whose brother had presided over the cornerstone ceremony.\(^8\) The MSUM Archives eventually retrieved the box after the university moved operations up a steep hill and sold all lower campus buildings in 1973, which included Old Main.\(^9\)

---

\(^5\) The term U.S.-Dakota War is used in this thesis because the Dakota likely did declare war, see Colette Routel, “Minnesota Bounties on Dakota Men During the US-Dakota War,” *William Mitchell Law Review* 40 (October 2, 2013): 8n46, 60-68; For further understanding of the use of the term American, see Carol Chomsky, “The United States-Dakota War trials: a study in military justice,” *Stanford Law Review*, 43, no.1 (November 1990): 16n7; U.S.-Dakota War is also the term used by a Dakota historian, see Angela Wilson (Waziyatawin), *What does justice look like?* (Living Justice Press, St. Paul, Minn., 2008), 38.


\(^7\) This thesis will use the traditional name, Ho-Chunk. However, Winnebago, the name in government publications and newspapers while they lived in Blue Earth County, is also used when transcribed directly from source quotations, document titles, or place names like the Winnebago Agency.


Compelling evidence of Minnesota’s unexamined history of hate was locked away in that time capsule along with the ritual document that day. Scholars have recently begun to uncover more details of the ethnic cleansing of indigenous people throughout the United States in the nineteenth-century. Gary Clayton Anderson’s exhaustive and extensive study of the Texas Rangers along with Mark Lause’s research on secret societies of the Civil War era has shown us that American frontiersmen organized locally on behalf of the nation’s expansion agenda, known as Manifest Destiny, and were often the main drivers of ethnic cleansing.¹⁰ Their work challenges the idea of “the government” as a singular actor of dispossession. Minnesota’s history is no different. Many Minnesota historians and authors have grappled with Minnesota’s history of race. But very few have challenged U.S.-Dakota War history in a way that presents it as ethnic cleansing in Minnesota that was encouraged, organized and enacted by white settlers.¹¹

The Knights of the Forest ritual oath was dedicated to a general anti-Indian sentiment and political allegiance, but all first-hand descriptions of the existence and participation in the group center exclusively on the nearby Ho-Chunk reservation. These Mankato men were not concerned with the already-assured removal of Dakota people from nearby Brown County. The Knights of the Forest was organized after the government had already taken most of the Dakota people in Minnesota to a concentration camp at Fort Snelling. Furthermore, the group existed only until the


Ho-Chunk left the state. In fact, the majority of white settlers in Blue Earth County had vigorously opposed the reservation and had advocated, agitated, and organized for Ho-Chunk removal from Minnesota before they arrived in the southern part of the state in 1855. The men in Mankato took advantage of the post-war racialized rhetoric and settlers’ hysteria to push the federal government into finally exiling the Ho-Chunk along with the Dakota.

But the Knights of the Forest’s impact on the Ho-Chunk people went beyond their forced removal from Minnesota. The group identified itself as a secret society, but it advanced the agenda typical of a hate group, perpetuating a culture of ethnic violence. Like other hate groups, they used political power, intimidation, and racial intolerance to promote their cause, but cloaked themselves in the rhetoric of noble defense. Following the U.S.-Dakota War in the fall and winter of 1862, a statewide call for extermination of “all Indians” by white settlers and the threat of post-war mob violence in Mankato was constantly an issue for federal and state authorities. Masses of men held “secret meetings” and traveled from New Ulm, St. Peter, and all over Brown County to Mankato, threatening to attack Dakota prisoners. The execution in December publicly enacted and seemed to satisfy the desired revenge of New Ulm and Brown County settlers who had fought battles with Dakota men close to their homes. But the men of Blue Earth County, who had not experienced conflicts with the Ho-Chunk near their homes, still had the reservation in their midst. So in January 1863, they organized a campaign for the ethnic cleansing of Southern Minnesota.

---

The Knights of the Forest caused the indirect, yet intentional loss of innocent Ho-Chunk lives. These men wanted the Ho-Chunk reservation abolished and were willing to kill them if necessary to make that happen. Had the Ho-Chunk people stayed in the state any longer, the Knights of the Forest might well have incited more violence in Minnesota. And it is important to note that even though the Ho-Chunk escaped mob massacre in Blue Earth County, historians have shown the immense suffering and loss of life for both Ho-Chunk and Dakota people at the Crow Creek reservation, where they were exiled together. A Ho-Chunk statement to the Court of Claims of the federal government states that during this time they “were held in a state of bondage…that continued for a long period to-wit: of five years, during which time, by reason of the inhuman treatment inflicted upon them, by reason of their lack of food, clothing and shelter, and absence of medical aid or attention, a large number of said Indians died.”

The Knights of the Forest had achieved their goal within a few months and left a record of their existence in proud confidence of the historical significance of their role in the Ho-Chunk removal from Blue Earth County. Ironically, they have been acknowledged by only a few historians and have never been accorded more than a few paragraphs treatment as an aside to the U.S.-Dakota War. No scholarly work has been devoted entirely to the Knights of the Forest, and academic consideration of the Ho-Chunk people in Minnesota is nearly as scarce. Some recent historians have connected the Knights of the Forest to wider anti-Indian sentiment during and

---

after the Dakota imprisonment period, and at least one historian, Amy Lonetree, has mentioned the Knights in Ho-Chunk history. But none gives an in-depth analysis of this group of men. Some scholarly material exists specifically about the Ho-Chunk in Blue Earth County and Minnesota, but most is not current. While a thorough study of the Knights of the Forest will make a small contribution to Ho-Chunk history, the Minnesota Ho-Chunk story needs more attention from scholars because it is one of the best examples of how American frontier settlers forced federal policy toward dispossession of indigenous nations.

More resources are available for Ho-Chunk history in Wisconsin and their final government reservation in Nebraska than for Iowa, Minnesota and South Dakota. The work of Patty Loew, Nancy Lurie, Linda Waggoner, Lucy Eldersveld Murphy, and Amy Lonetree offer a basic understanding of Ho-Chunk history. Many scholars in the past have focused on the Ho-Chunk relationship to the Blackhawk War in Illinois or their relationship to Wisconsin statehood. Most published material related to the Ho-Chunk history in Minnesota is embedded in U.S.-Dakota War literature. Few published quotes are available from Ho-Chunk people who lived in

---


Blue Earth County, and they are mostly found in government documents. Even so, the details of their presence and activities in southern Minnesota are more readily available than those of the self-styled “secret society,” the Knights of the Forest.

At least four members of the Knights of the Forest revealed their involvement with the organization in Mankato newspapers. Though the group’s activities are difficult to track, once members are named there is little difficulty in discovering basic details of their lives in Mankato. John F. Meagher, Asa Barney, and Charles A. Chapman were quoted or wrote themselves about their Knights of the Forest membership in the Mankato newspapers, while John J. Porter was identified as a member in his 1929 obituary. These were well known Mankato men who left a trail of personal papers, published works, as well as business, occupation-related and government documents. As respected members of the Knights, they can provide solid clues as to the nature of the group as a whole. Still, the most valuable and directly related evidence of the Knights of the Forest is their ritual in the MSUM Archives.

The Knights of the Forest ritual that was placed in the time capsule is the only known document that survives from the organization. One newspaper account from 1916 reports that the ritual is “still in existence,” possibly referring to the time capsule document, and an 1886 article notes the organization's records, including a constitution and by-laws, were destroyed in a fire. There may have been proceedings, charters, and rosters that were forever lost. It is possible they

19 Mankato Review, April 27, 1886, January 20, 1897; Mankato Daily Review, April 18, 1916; Mankato Free Press, January 15, 1929.
20 Mankato Review, April 27, 1886; Mankato Daily Review, April 18, 1916.
were in John Meagher's warehouse, which burned down some years after the war. Nonetheless, the ritual document provides some indication of the organization’s political activities and mechanisms. This political posturing should be understood as the means to an end, not the end in itself. The desire for white settlers to occupy reservation lands was at the heart of the matter, even if the politicians involved used the group to engage in electioneering activities.

The Knights of the Forest ritual contains mostly political promises and leaves the impression that their motivation was simply to win elections, but the biggest political issues in 1862 Minnesota were land and race. The histories of Mankato and Blue Earth County (both edited and heavily influenced by contemporary Mankato historian Thomas Hughes) read like a Who’s Who of Mankato’s U.S.-Dakota War profiteers. It is more than likely that most members of the Knights of the Forest personally benefited in some way from Ho-Chunk removal as did Chapman, who was a Harvard-educated land surveyor and Asa Barney, whose brother Sheldon made so much money from the Ho-Chunk lands that he closed another business. Chapman and Sheldon Barney both had real estate interests in the county for years before the war, and all four men purchased land patents in the county that likely earned them profit.

Charles Chapman seemed particularly proud of his involvement. He used racialized and paternalistic language to boast about his role in local economic development, and he wanted to make sure the Ho-Chunk exile was part of that legacy. His portrayals of Mankato men, including

him, usually included their ethnicity. He often characterized white settlers such as Jews, Irish, and Welshmen (like himself) as industrious pioneers paving the way for advancement. But Chapman described the Ho-Chunk people, who arrived in Blue Earth County in 1855, as “miserable savages” who were “the first great drawback to the prosperity” of the county. He recorded the Knights of the Forest history in his 1902 Masonic History of Mankato Lodge No. 12 and his Fifth Annual Report of the Board of Trade of the City of Mankato, Minnesota in 1878. Chapman and his fellow Knights wanted credit for the Knights of the Forest, which they believed to be crucial in the protection and promotion of progress for white settlers. 24 He also seemed proud of the deadly threat they had posed to the Ho-Chunk people.

One newspaper article that was likely authored by Chapman alludes to murders committed by the Knights of the Forest, although no official evidence has yet been uncovered of a Ho-Chunk person killed in Blue Earth County during the winter of 1862-63. 25 The federal agent who lived on the reservation in Blue Earth County, St. Andre Balcombe, did report that “a Winnebago was killed while crossing the Mississippi River, for no other reason than that he was an Indian.” But this was in September 1862 and nearly 100 miles away from Blue Earth County. 26 Also, a Ho-Chunk named John Blackhawk told Thomas Hughes years later that during their removal from the county, the Ho-Chunk were subjected to “ruffian soldiers” who raped

24 Charles Chapman, History of the Mankato Lodge No.12 (Mankato, Minn.: Mankato Masons, 1902); Charles Chapman, Journals. Blue Earth County Historical Society, Mankato, Minn. 1856-57, 1876; Charles Chapman, Mankato and Blue Earth County, Minnesota, A Historical and Descriptive Sketch with the Fifth Annual Report of the Board of Trade of the City of Mankato, Minnesota, for the year 1877 (Mankato, Minn.: Wise and Coffin Printers, 1878), 8.
25 Mankato Review, April 27, 1886.
women and “murdered men.” It is unknown if these murders happened at a reservation, on the journey to South Dakota, or if these soldiers were from Blue Earth County. Federal soldiers charged with Ho-Chunk removal were reportedly from Company I of the Tenth Regiment of Minnesota, which was primarily recruited from other Minnesota counties. Hughes claimed that the necessities of wartime allowed the enlistment of soldiers who were “scum…profane, drunken, vicious types,” and “took advantage of their opportunity to commit all kinds of crimes” against the Ho-Chunk people on their journey to South Dakota.

It must be noted that, given the boastful tone of his article, Chapman may have exaggerated the Knights of the Forest’s activities. However, Mankato teetered on the cusp of mob violence against the Dakota prisoners there throughout December 1862, so there is a likelihood Chapman was truthful about these otherwise unreported murders. It is possible that Ho-Chunk homicides on the reservation went unrecorded. After all, Agent Balcombe reported in September 1862 that, “such is the state of public opinion that the [Mississippi River] murderer went unpunished.” It seems this was a statewide practice. One northern Minnesota settler later stated, “If we did kill anybody in those days, it was no crime; you couldn’t hang a man for killing ten Indians.”

---


30 Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Year 1862, 92-93.

Various militias and ad hoc guardsmen groups existed in Mankato, throughout Blue Earth County, and at the Winnebago Agency during the U.S.-Dakota War. But all government-sanctioned militias had been mustered out of service by the time the Knights were active in January 1863. John Meagher’s Mankato Home Guard defended Mankato and vicinity, so perhaps some of those men refocused their energies to the Knights of the Forest.\(^{32}\) Regardless of whether or not the Knights actually engaged in paramilitary vigilante violence, the threat was real. The Ho-Chunk people were in danger of a slaughter by their neighbors at any moment between September 1862 and May 1863. Agent Balcombe wrote that whites had informed him the Ho-Chunk “will be massacred if they go out of their own country,” so he had stationed soldiers at the agency and was attempting to keep the Ho-Chunk within the reservation.\(^ {33}\)

It is unclear if the function of U.S. soldiers posted at the agency throughout the winter of 1862-63 was to guard the settlers, the Ho-Chunk people, or just keep the peace. Balcombe said the Ho-Chunk people were uneasy with the nearby hostility, and the arrival of soldiers led by Captain Alonzo Edgerton, had “allayed their fears to a great extent and also allayed to some extent the fears of the surrounding white people.”\(^ {34}\) But as Thomas Hughes noted, these soldiers were just as antagonistic as the settlers toward the Ho-Chunk people and believed “the only way to avoid Indian massacres was to massacre all the Indians.”\(^ {35}\)

Very little documentation exists for activities at the Blue Earth County reservation during the months of January through April 1863 when the Knights of the Forest was operational. There

\[^{32}\text{Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 125, 237.}\]
\[^{33}\text{Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Year 1862, 92.}\]
\[^{34}\text{Ibid., 93.}\]
\[^{35}\text{Hughes, Indian chiefs of southern Minnesota, 180.}\]
is a curious absence of Winnebago Agency letters from these months. Most information from Agent Balcombe is collected from his Annual Report. But according to Ho-Chunk claims filed against the government in 1931, the army held them in captivity the winter following the U.S.-Dakota War before forcing their removal at gunpoint in the spring. The *Mankato Record* and Hughes also reported that soldiers were directed to round up a Ho-Chunk leader, Winneshiek, and his followers after they refused to leave.\(^{36}\)

Whether the Ho-Chunk on the Blue Earth County reservation were aware of the Knights of the Forest is undetermined, though they certainly experienced intensified aggression from the nearby whites. Yet they still favored the Southern Minnesota reservation over a move to South Dakota. When visiting their newly designated reservation in South Dakota, one Ho-Chunk leader told the agent he was willing to risk the unfriendly white neighbors over the baron wasteland of Crow Creek, saying, “We are not afraid to die, but we do not wish to die here.”\(^{37}\) Their agent’s letters and contemporary newspaper articles attest that they wanted either to stay on their Blue Earth County reservation despite the hostile neighbors, or preferably return to their homeland of Wisconsin where they knew anti-Indian sentiment among whites was equally strong. They had no desire to move farther from their ancestral home to uninhabitable land. But experience probably told them that an American war with nearby indigenous people meant they would be forced to move again.

\(^{36}\) *Mankato Record*, May 16, 23, 1863; Hughes, *Indian chiefs of southern Minnesota*, 178.

Ho-Chunk people had a long history of war and broken treaties with the United States before their arrival in Blue Earth County. The American pattern of deception, colonization, conflict, anti-Indian sentiment, coercion, confinement, and removal was old news to them by the time the U.S.-Dakota War commenced in 1862. Some Ho-Chunks had ceded the most lucrative area of their Wisconsin homeland to the United States in 1829 amid a similar post-conflict anti-Indian atmosphere. Leaders from clans not authorized to make land agreements signed the treaty that ceded the last of the Wisconsin Ho-Chunk homeland in 1837. They had been intentionally sent to treaty negotiations to show that the Ho-Chunk did not want to leave their land.38

The blemished and complicated record of the Wisconsin Ho-Chunk removals continued and intensified in Minnesota as American expansion and pre-Civil War discord took hold of the nation. In the end, it took decades of repeated military roundups to physically force the Ho-Chunk from their homeland at gunpoint, but hundreds of families yet remained. Ho-Chunk leaders in Blue Earth County, such as Little Decora, Winneshiek, and Little Priest, were descendants of those early treaty signers. They likely knew exactly what to expect from Minnesotans when hostilities started in 1862.

CHAPTER II. HO-CHUNK HISTORY

By the time their reservation was created in Blue Earth County in 1855, the Ho-Chunks had much different priorities than the nearby Dakota. Thousands of Ho-Chunk people had already been forced from their ancestral homeland to several different reservations and had experienced the brutal results of encounters with Americans. By the late 1850s, newspapers, government documents, and letters all indicate that they just wanted to be assured a lasting home. If the government reservation could not be in their Wisconsin homeland, the second choice seemed to be in Blue Earth County. Meanwhile, the Dakota were fast approaching the culmination of a decade of change from land cessions, reservation confinement, and loss of mutual cultural understanding with whites. Ho-Chunks in Blue Earth County had finally moved to land that was somewhat agreeable to them, but the U.S.-Dakota War heightened passionate calls for their forced removal, encouraged by the Knights of the Forest.

“People of the Big Voice”

The Ho-Chunk people are indigenous to Wisconsin and have lived on the land within its borders since time immemorial.¹ The name they use for themselves is Hochungra, “which translates to ‘People of the Big Voice’ or ‘People of the Sacred Language.’” and “refers to the Ho-Chunk belief that they are the original people from whom all Siouan-speaking people sprang.”² Nearby people like the Ojibwe called them the Winnebago, and Europeans followed suit. Ho-Chunk tradition says their people originated at Red Banks north of Green Bay. Anthropologists believe the Ho-Chunk are most likely related to ancient mound builders who migrated to the region from the south and east. Mounds similar to those found in a large ancient Mississippian culture were found throughout the Ho-Chunk homelands, and animals portrayed in some Wisconsin mounds corresponded to Ho-Chunk clans. Jean Nicollet, the first European to visit the Ho-Chunk in 1634, recorded that the tribe numbered in the thousands and spanned most of the region that is now Wisconsin.³

Over the next few decades, encroachment from northern Algonquian tribes and disease drastically reduced their population before eventual recovery and growth during the fur trade era. According to oral traditions and early documents, Ho-Chunk people were especially impacted by disease, possibly because they were concentrated in large communities. Eventually, their former

Algonquian enemies married into Ho-Chunk families. The Algonquian influence on their social and political structures as well as the growing fur trade led Ho-Chunk groups to expand into smaller villages south and west from the larger villages of the Green Bay area home base. Their population and prosperity was on the rebound in the early 1700s when the French began to take an active interest in the area. The Ho-Chunk were reluctant to trade with Europeans, and many only engaged in the fur trade as a side business to their own more successful sustenance patterns of agriculture, hunting, and lead mining. By the late eighteenth century, Ho-Chunk territory included the area from Green Bay in eastern Wisconsin across the state to Prairie du Chien, Black River Falls and the lead mining districts of south and west Wisconsin.

Prior to European contact, Ho-Chunk women held prominent positions of power and esteem in a matrilineal society. They served as the civil peace chiefs while men served as military chiefs in a dual leadership system. Mid-seventeenth century matriarchal leader, Hopokoekau or Glory of the Morning, maintained stability in the tribe during a period of intertribal wars, early European encounters and devastating diseases. She was a leader from the dominant Thunderbird clan, who resided in the Green Bay area. Sometime in early or mid-eighteenth century Hopokoekau married a Frenchman who gave her several children before leaving with their daughter. This union inaugurated a dynasty of Ho-Chunk leaders who used a variation of his name, Decora. Hopokoekau’s sons and grandsons became prominent diplomats.

---

and statesmen, and one of her granddaughters went to Washington to sign a treaty.\(^8\) Decoras signed every Ho-Chunk treaty with the United States and were perceived by settlers to be “the most powerful of the Winnebago families.”\(^9\)

Other Ho-Chunk women managed day-to-day village work. Men traveled on long hunting trips while women maintained farms, mines, and villages. Ho-Chunk people had been mining lead for hundreds of years as part of their regular seasonal rotation of production, and women were the primary workers of these mines. Women had influence over mining techniques and who could access the mines. When French traders arrived, the only white men who were allowed to dig were those who married Ho-Chunk women. After a favored Canadian trader named Julien Dubuque died in the late eighteenth century, the Ho-Chunk evicted all whites from the mining area except three who were married to indigenous women.\(^10\)

Since the Ho-Chunk had the lead mines and agriculture, they hunted more often for subsistence than for market. This meant they were less dependent on the fur trade than neighboring tribes.\(^11\) The mines provided the southern and western bands with economic autonomy for several centuries, which they maintained during the brief era of British presence in their homelands. This lack of attachment to market trade meant the American arrival on the


\(^11\) Murphy, “Autonomy and the Economic Roles of Indian Women of the Fox-Wisconsin Riverway Region, 1763-1832,” 81-82; Murphy, “’Their Women Quite Industrious Miners,’” 36-53; Richards, “Winnebago Sustenance,” 3-5.
scene in the early nineteenth-century was less than welcome. Unlike the British and French before them, the Americans established communities and farms. They also trespassed to mine Ho-Chunk minerals and created permanent settlements on Ho-Chunk land.

Many Ho-Chunk were uncomfortable with the American intention to stay on their homeland. Consequently, some fought alongside the British in the War of 1812 and joined Tecumseh’s pan-Indian struggle in order to resist American encroachment. However, once those wars were lost, many Ho-Chunk leaders quickly moved toward diplomatic relations with the United States. Still, some Ho-Chunk bands were rumored to remain on the British payroll at the very same time other groups signed the Ho-Chunk’s first “treaty of peace and friendship” with the United States in 1816.

Then, in 1825 the U.S. government brought together a number of indigenous nations, including Ojibwe, Dakota and Ho-Chunk, for a treaty council at Prairie du Chien. This treaty was supposed to end disputes over hunting areas by drawing agreed upon borders, but it mostly prepared the way for future land cession treaties with each nation. A Ho-Chunk leader named Carmani told the treaty council that all groups had equal claims to parts of the land and “it would be difficult to divide it—it belongs as much to one as the other.” He argued that they held the

---

12Loew, *Indian Nations of Wisconsin*, 46-47. Tecumseh’s War ended decades of struggle for control of the Great Lakes Region between the United States and various tribes. After Tecumseh and the American Indian Confederacy lost the Battle of Tippecanoe in 1811, many indigenous people simply joined the British and continued to fight the United States in the War of 1812.

land in common and no group “had any particular land.” Nonetheless, the government created borders between the Ho-Chunk and their neighbors for the first time. Some Ho-Chunk people avoided and ignored American intrusion for as long as possible. But once those first boundaries were established at Prairie du Chien, Ho-Chunk leaders were in an almost constant state of treaty negotiation for the next four decades.

**Ho-Chunk Resistance and Diplomacy**

As the government became increasingly unable and/or unwilling to stop intrusion and theft by settlers, Ho-Chunks in the lead mining district found themselves with more and more white antagonists for neighbors. The settlers not only stole their minerals, but they also abducted Ho-Chunk people. One Ho-Chunk leader complained that a group of white men “came and took some of our women, and we could hardly get them back.” Meanwhile, Secretary of War John C. Calhoun threatened the annihilation of all Ho-Chunk people when just one or two were accused of a crime. In one incident, U.S. Officials held Ho-Chunk leaders hostage until they turned over three men who were accused of murdering white settlers. On another occasion, Ho-Chunk leaders and American authorities were unable to find Ho-Chunks who murdered a settler

---

14 *Ratified treaty no. 139, Documents relating to the negotiation of the treaty of August 19, 1825, with the Sioux, Chippewa, Sauk and Fox, Menominee, Iowa and Winnebago Indians and part of the Ottawa, and Potawatomi of the Illinois Indians* (National Archives), 28.

15 *Ratified treaty no. 153, Documents relating to the negotiation of the treaty of August 25, 1828, with the Winnebago and United Potawatomi, Chippewa, and Ottawa Indians* (National Archives), 9.
family, so an innocent man who was in custody, named The Boxer, offered his own life in order to save his people.¹⁶

A series of events in June 1827 brought Ho-Chunk anger over the invasion by American settlers to a boiling point. American miners continued to encroach on the Ho-Chunk lead mines without permission, and an attack on Ho-Chunk women by American keelboat men went unpunished by American authorities. After a contingent of Dakota men misled the Ho-Chunk to believe that the army had executed some of their relatives at Fort Snelling, Ho-Chunk leaders broke diplomatic relations with the United States by not showing up for a treaty council that had been gathered by the government to draw new borders between several regional tribes. Then, Prairie Du Chien chief Red Bird and a few followers attacked a mixed-ancestry family and an army keelboat. What has been called the “Winnebago War” or “Red Bird’s Uprising,” was mainly just a small conflict among a few men. Most Ho-Chunk leaders were attempting diplomatic resolutions whereas Red Bird diverged with his own solution of direct action.¹⁷

Nevertheless, a panic spread among whites throughout the area and settlers “were convinced that the entire Indian population of the region had risen against them.” Militias mobilized across Illinois and Wisconsin, where settlers built provisional blockhouses and forts. People in Chicago were terrified that the nearby Potawatomi tribe would join Red Bird. Wisconsin businessman and civic leader, General Henry Dodge, organized the “Committee of Safety” in Galena, now Illinois, that later grew into a militia. Territorial Governor Lewis Cass

---

attempted to calm settlers before traveling to St. Louis to request military action. It took nearly two months for General Henry Atkinson’s federal army to penetrate Ho-Chunk country in pursuit of Red Bird with the aid of Henry Dodge’s militia from Galena. As Atkinson moved into the Ho-Chunk homeland in August 1827, Cass revived the treaty council that had been put on hold back in June. He then “played a shrewd game of psychological warfare” upon the Ho-Chunk Nation. Dispatches from the army advancement into Ho-Chunk territory were read aloud to the entire council of several regional tribes in an attempt to isolate the Ho-Chunk people from their neighbors.18

The lone Ho-Chunk orator at the August 1827 council attempted to maintain the Ho-Chunk Nation’s right to the lead mines and only received threats of extermination in return. Chief Four Legs told the government “we want to know your intentions…we are afraid of you.” He received his answer the next day when the army threatened to attack the tribe “so hard that they will remember it and their children’s children.”19 After days of remaining silent while he listened to communications about the army advancing on his people, Four Legs reminded the government that the hostilities had been incited from “your young men at the mines…working without our permission,” to say nothing of the capture of Ho-Chunk women by army keelboat men. Cass promised to evict American miners, but he added, “You know as well as we do that we must have blood for blood.”20

19 Ratified treaty no. 148, documents relating to the negotiation of the treaty of August 11, 1827, with the Chippewa, Menominee and Winnebago Indians, August 11, 1827 (National Archives), 25-26.
20 Ibid., 31, 33.
As they awaited word of Red Bird’s fate, the council turned to the pretenses under which it had originally meant to assemble back in June. The government was concerned with boundary lines between the Ho-Chunk, Menomonee and Ojibwe (although American trespassers were the greatest problem for the Ho-Chunk). Four Legs continued his tribe’s stance by upholding the Ho-Chunk opposition to needless American-drawn inter-tribal boundaries, saying the new white officials should “appeal to the ancient traders to say whether they have not at all times…found us hunting as brothers.” He then ended his speech by stating emphatically, “We do not need any line.”21 Clearly, the Ho-Chunk leader was less concerned with intertribal borders than with American encroachment.

---

21 Ibid, 18.
After Waukon Decorah and other leaders turned over Red Bird, U.S. officials coerced them to sign a document allowing the illegal white miners to remain in the mines until there was a more official adjustment to borders. Ho-Chunk traditions of justice meant they expected Red Bird and his cohorts to be executed and were dismayed that they instead suffered in prison. They told government officials:

We gave them up to you…we did so to keep our nation from a war, our women and children from slaughter and to save our country to live and hunt in…but now these Indians’ lodges are desolate. They are not in the hunting camps or war parties—yet we cannot mourn them—they are not dead.22

Ho-Chunk leaders then negotiated the release of Red Bird in exchange for permanent ownership of the lead mines, but he died of illness in prison before he could be discharged.23 U.S. authorities had led Ho-Chunk leaders to believe that Red Bird’s surrender assured there would be no more bloodshed and they would be allowed to remain on their homeland.

Unfortunately, thousands of settlers poured into the mining region after the conflict had ended. Just one year later at the treaty negotiations of August 1828, the conversation had completely changed. Henry Dodge was now a veteran lead miner. He had apparently stumbled upon a perfect mine while traveling through Ho-Chunk country in pursuit of Red Bird, set up a smelting operation there, and never left. The Ho-Chunk’s government agent at the time, Joseph Street, threatened Dodge with military force to leave their lands. But as more armed miners joined his operation and Street found little support from the military, Dodge was able to avoid

22 Zanger, “Red Bird,” 77-78.
removal just long enough to have the lines re-evaluated so that his claim to the smelting operation was somehow valid.\textsuperscript{24} He eventually became the Wisconsin Territorial Governor and a U.S. Senator for the state Wisconsin. With local American leaders like Dodge openly setting up mining camps on tribal land, the government and the Ho-Chunk people acknowledged that it was now impossible to keep Americans out of their mines.

**The Takeover of Ho-Chunk Homelands**

As encroachment on their land increased, the economic resources of the Ho-Chunk people decreased. One Ho-Chunk leader, Spotted Arm, asked the government to at least pay for the minerals that whites stole from their mines “so that we may have enough to keep our families warm.”\textsuperscript{25} Waukon Decorah pointedly told a treaty council, “White men are where we need to hunt. Now that there are so many on it, we see no game…do not make us all suffer…what happened last year [with Red Bird] did not come from us.”\textsuperscript{26} White settlement itself had been detrimental to both the scope of Ho-Chunk hunting grounds and the game population. Government agents agreed with these facts and argued that their inability to hunt on it meant that the land was “more valuable to us than it is to you.”\textsuperscript{27} The government was not going to pay for small amounts of stolen minerals because they wanted the entire mine region.


\textsuperscript{25} Ratified treaty no. 153, documents relating to the negotiation of the treaty of August 25, 1828, with the Winnebago, and United Potawatomi, Chippewa, and Ottawa Indians (National Archives), 13.

\textsuperscript{26} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{27} Ibid, 6.
The Ho-Chunk leaders successfully resisted a land cession for another year even though a provisional treaty was signed to ensure its inevitability. Their diplomats stood their ground on several issues despite the presence of a settler panic after Red Bird’s actions. When the Americans drew a map of the Ho-Chunk lead mining district that they wished to purchase, tribal leaders in attendance all agreed, “The line is not right.” They refused to make a final agreement until several of their key leaders could attend the next spring. A Ho-Chunk leader named Little Priest told them he was not going to sell his land or have it “cut up” with borderlines. But Ho-Chunk leaders were forced to sell the rich lead mining district the following year in a finalized 1829 treaty with the United States, “for the shockingly low sum of 29 cents an acre. Even by a conservative estimate, the land was valued at $1.25 an acre.”

Just three years later in 1832, another panic spread among white settlers in Ho-Chunk country during the Black Hawk War. A Sauk leader named Black Hawk led around a thousand of his people, mostly women and children, back to their Illinois homeland in defiance of a U.S. removal treaty. The U.S. military enlisted Ho-Chunk soldiers to aid their attacks on the Sauk in parts of Wisconsin. But other Ho-Chunks were sympathetic to Black Hawk, and some leaders like Winneshiek and White Crow tried to appear neutral. Later that fall, Waukon Decorah aided in the surrender of Black Hawk to end the war, a fact that he used for leverage the rest of his life.

---

28 Ibid., 18, 20.
Nearly thirty years later at an 1859 treaty council in Blue Earth County, Decorah would demand Ho-Chunk pensions, equal to those that white veterans of the Black Hawk War had received.31

In 1832, Ho-Chunk leaders were coerced into signing treaties that ceded their eastern lands amid worsened anti-Indian sentiment after the Black Hawk War. This left them with the area between the Black and Mississippi Rivers and also contained a mandate for the Ho-Chunk to move to a Neutral Ground reservation in northeastern Iowa to act as a buffer between Sauk, Fox and Dakota people.32 As more settlers arrived in the region, Michigan prepared for statehood and Wisconsin Territory encompassed what was still the Ho-Chunk’s sovereign land in 1836. But by 1837, the clamor for Ho-Chunk removal from Wisconsin had reached a fever pitch as settlers began to anticipate the formation of their own state.

The Ho-Chunk were officially forced from the remainder of their homeland in an 1837 treaty that paved the way for Wisconsin statehood. The government attempted to move all Ho-Chunk people to the Iowa reservation. But this treaty was not recognized by much of the tribe because the treaty signers were not leaders who were authorized to negotiate land cessions, so many groups refused to leave.33 Soldiers were then tasked with their removal in 1840 and the Ho-Chunk protested at every camp. People sobbed, kissed the ground and lamented the forced abandonment of their ancestors’ resting place. A group of elderly women on the Kickapoo River begged the soldiers to kill them rather than force them to leave their homes on an impossible

31 Ratified treaty no. 310, documents relating to the negotiation of the treaty of April 15, 1859, with the Winnebago Indians (National Archives).
33 Ibid.
journey. The soldiers permitted the women to remain, along with three young men to hunt for them. But most Ho-Chunk people were brought to Prairie du Chien for transportation to Iowa.  

CHAPTER III. HO-CHUNK DISPLACEMENT

The Ho-Chunk people were so attached to their homeland that the government’s forced removal efforts were largely unsuccessful in the long run. From this point on, the Ho-Chunk Nation consistently expressed to the federal government a desire to live on or return to their Wisconsin homeland, and over the years many left distant reservations to go home. Constant complaints by Wisconsin settlers brought several attempts to round up the Ho-Chunk yet again for forced relocation. The government even offered payments for their detainment for a time, which was to be deducted from tribal annuities. But with federal and state governments unwilling to fully fund an intensive forced relocation effort and bounty hunters incapable of the task, many Ho-Chunk were able to evade removal from Wisconsin. Furthermore, some returned
when they faced desperate reservations conditions. There were about 400 Ho-Chunks estimated in Wisconsin after the 1840 removal effort, a number that increased to around 1000 by 1871.¹

The Ho-Chunk people spent a brief time at the Neutral Ground reservation in what is now Iowa, but they did not remain on the reservation at all times as the nearby settlers wished. They returned to Wisconsin and left the reservation to hunt or do business in the area. The mere appearance of native people made white settlers uneasy, so they began to advocate that the Ho-Chunk be moved “away from white settlers.”² Ho-Chunk leaders chose land in southwestern Minnesota when they were informed that the new reservation would be west of the Mississippi River. But they ended up in central Minnesota on landscape that was unfamiliar to them and incompatible with their lifestyle.

**First Years in Minnesota**

Minnesotans hailed the news when Ho-Chunk people first arrived in the state. After an 1847 economic downturn, white settlers welcomed a new Ho-Chunk reservation that brought much needed business activity to the state from tribal annuities received as payment for their land. While Wisconsin settlers were anxious to get rid of Ho-Chunk people, some Minnesota

---

businessmen lobbied to bring treaty tribes into the state. Although Ho-Chunk leaders had eyed the Mankato region or Missouri River near Omaha, they had actually agreed to purchase a vague area of land somewhere north of the Minnesota River and west of the Mississippi. As the government looked for a tract of land, Ho-Chunk leaders asked for land in Wisconsin, or their second choice was in the Southwestern Minnesota prairie lands.

The Iowa Ho-Chunk had entrusted their trader Henry Rice with selection of their first Minnesota home, and he failed to purchase the prairie land from the Dakota that Ho-Chunk leaders had requested. Instead, a tract of land more favorable to Rice’s business was acquired from the Ojibwe near Long Prairie in present-day central Minnesota. The Ho-Chunk reservation was moved there, where they would be isolated from other traders and their Wisconsin families. They spent their first years in Minnesota in extremely unhappy conditions surrounded by dense forest, whereas the Ho-Chunk Nation’s sustenance patterns required prairie land. Ho-Chunk leaders began working toward a more suitable environment almost immediately.

The Long Prairie reservation was problematic for the Ho-Chunk from the start. First, it was located in between the feuding Dakota and Ojibwe tribes to function as a buffer zone, an intention that officials were fairly honest about. Next, the landscape was covered with more forest than prairie grass as they were accustomed and requested. The Ho-Chunk people complained of mosquitoes, unsuitable farmland, and most devastatingly, the lack of sufficient game. The Long Prairie reservation was also inaccessibly too far from their Wisconsin home and

---

5 Pluth, *Account of Winnebago Affairs at Long Prairie.*
relatives, not to mention from other trade markets. Traders like Rice had virtually no competition in Long Prairie and were able to push their profits at the expense of the Ho-Chunk.⁶

Since the Ho-Chunk were very unhappy and Territorial Governors Alexander Ramsey and Willis Gorman received so many complaints from nearby settlers as well as the Ho-Chunk leaders, both governors considered new locations for the next reservation. Ramsey first opposed proposed Ho-Chunk requests for a new reservation before agreeing to support a land exchange. Long Prairie area businessmen like Rice resisted a relocation and were able to get the support of both the Ho-Chunk’s agent and the Commissioner of Indian affairs before Gorman replaced Ramsey in 1853. Governor Gorman, who “stands out for his unstinting efforts to effect the land exchange” for the Ho-Chunk people, seemed determined to find a home that would satisfy the

---

Ho-Chunk and maintain the promise made by the government. Unfortunately, every site proposed met with strong opposition.

In 1853, the Ho-Chunk signed a treaty that created a reservation near the Mississippi River and closer to their preferred location. Settlers around the state as well as the Minnesota territorial press expressed opposition to a treaty that would evict whites from the Minnetonka area that had only recently been acquired from the Dakota people. The Ho-Chunk’s agent also opposed this reservation, citing tribe’s past experience with “vicious whites” along with their bad reputation among settlers. Congress returned an amended version of the treaty that offered a choice of three different locations that had been previously requested by the tribe, but the Ho-Chunk rejected it. The record shows contradictions in Ho-Chunk approval of this treaty, which is probably evidence of the tribal divisions, and the tendency for government officials to recognize whomever they saw fit as Ho-Chunk leaders to sign treaties.

It took two more years to negotiate and secure a new treaty, and by then the lumber on the Long Prairie reservation had become more valuable than the business created by their annuities. Henry Rice, now engaged in the timber business, was again involved with administration and implementation of the move even though he had proven to act only in his own economic interests. But the Ho-Chunk leaders had selected the land for their reservation this time, and it was the same choice some leaders had made back in 1846 before they were moved to the despised Long Prairie reservation. So they agreed to exchange their central Minnesota land

---

for a smaller Blue Earth County reservation in 1855. This of course brought Ho-Chunk people onto recently ceded Dakota lands as tensions were rising toward the U.S.-Dakota War.9

The Settlement of Minnesota and the Dakota Treaties

The land that is now Minnesota was first the homeland of Dakota people. Before Europeans arrived, Ojibwe groups had moved farther west and south into Minnesota from the Great Lakes Region. Southern Minnesota was inhabited by eastern bands of Dakota in the early nineteenth-century, with the Mdewakanton Dakota occupying the St. Anthony Falls area. They first traded European goods with other tribes in the seventeenth century, followed by a succession of explorers and then French, English and American fur traders in subsequent centuries. When Ho-Chunk leaders were signing their first land cession treaties with Americans who had already moved onto their mines in the 1830s and 1840s, Mdewakanton Dakota leader, Little Crow, and other Dakota leaders were also traveling to Washington to lay diplomatic foundations. They too watched as Americans set up permanent settlements that were far more intrusive than the previous whites of the fur trade era had ever built.10

The Treaty of Traverse des Sioux and the Mendota Treaty in 1851 together opened most of southern Minnesota for settlement when eastern Dakota bands were pressured to sell their land to the government. The United States obtained almost 35 million acres of land from Dakota

9 Ibid., 18.
people and confined them to reservations that were too small to accommodate their lifestyle, culture, or even basic subsistence. Missionaries and government agents encouraged the Dakota to farm in order to adapt to the new smaller hunting grounds. The government agents who doled out payments even showed favoritism to the farmer Indians as an incentive to give up traditional lifeways. However, most of the Dakota continued to depend on hunting and annuities for subsistence. As white settlement increased in the early 1850s, game became scarce and some native people turned to subsistence farming that often suffered from bad crop years. Late annuity payments from the government increasingly meant life or death.11

The Ho-Chunk Move to Blue Earth County

At this point, the Ho-Chunk and Dakota people had different priorities. The Ho-Chunk moved near the southwestern Minnesota Dakota reservation in 1855 right as conditions were becoming unbearable for the Dakota people. They were experiencing frustration over a decade of white encroachment that robbed them of their resources and threatened their culture. Dakota leaders had been pressured to sign treaties by the United States, and settlers constantly trespassed on reservation lands.12 Meanwhile, many Ho-Chunk leaders seemed to simply want an acceptable permanent home after two removals from unsatisfactory reservations. Even though they appealed first, once again, to have a reservation in Wisconsin, the Ho-Chunk who moved to Blue Earth County believed, and the government promised, that it would be their last move.

11 Ibid.
12 Anderson, Little Crow, 121.
Unlike the previous two reservations, the Ho-Chunks had selected this prime farmland themselves as an acceptable location to make their home. Unfortunately, there were pressures building just north of their new home that the Ho-Chunk knew all too well.

During the 1850s whites in Blue Earth County, as well as settlers in other areas under consideration, like Montevideo and Minnetonka, organized mass protests when they heard news that a reservation was planned. Southern Minnesota settlers had rejoiced at the two 1851 Dakota treaties that enabled massive settlement, but they turned out en masse to object when the government signed a treaty with the Ho-Chunk in 1855. This treaty evicted all “pre-emptors” from eight Blue Earth County townships and provided for their compensation to make way for a Ho-Chunk reservation. When their agent employed the county surveyor to draw the boundary lines in April, “the [settlers] raised a most vigorous protest against these confiscations of their territory.” They lamented that all that remained of their county was a “thin shell embracing at its center a big Indian reservation.” So on June 2, 1855, settlers within or near the reservation lines held an opposition meeting with a chairman, secretary and orators.

This assembly signed resolutions expressing a concern for the safety of nearby white settlers, but mostly they complained about losing land that they did not even own. “Pre-emptors” were settlers who hoped they would be granted legal ownership of public lands based on an 1854 law that allowed people to file an intention to purchase land that they improved and occupied.

---

14 Thomas Hughes, *History of Blue Earth County and Biographies of its Leading Citizens* (Marceline, Mo.: Walsworth Publishing Company, 1901), 59-60.
Despite the settlers’ objections to “the putting so many savages as a menace to the lives and property of the adjacent white settlements,” almost 2000 Ho-Chunk people arrived in mid-June of 1855.\(^\text{16}\) Some settlers, like Basil Moreland, refused to give up their claims to the Ho-Chunk land. For several years, he continued to live alongside the Ho-Chunk at the homestead before moving away and returning years later. He continued this issue in court for most of his life, finally reaching a settlement with the government long after he had moved away.\(^\text{17}\) Other settlers moved off the reservation but continued to make claims to the government for years.\(^\text{18}\) Some pre-emptors possibly took the compensation to move once another economic recession hit in 1857.

---

\(^{16}\) Hughes, *History of Blue Earth County*, 60.

\(^{17}\) Ibid., 69-70.

As Minnesotans, reeling from economic troubles, reached statehood in 1858, they set their sights on obtaining even more indigenous lands. Under duress, Dakota diplomats signed a devastating treaty in Washington that same year that gave up half their reservation. They had traveled to the capital with the intention of requesting enforcement of existing treaties but were detained and forced to sign a new treaty. This treaty cut their reservation in half and further stipulated the remainder of the tribe’s land would be allotted to individual families. The Dakota people were both heart-broken and furious at the news that they must give more land to their antagonists and also divide the property they had always held in common. Immediately after this success in procuring land from the Dakota, the government turned to the Ho-Chunk reservation with the same purpose in mind.

In 1859 when Ho-Chunk leaders were asked to sell half their recently acquired Blue Earth County reservation and parcel the remainder into allotments, one leader resisted fiercely while others negotiated the best deal possible. Winneshiek adamantly opposed the treaty put before him, so the government agents unseated him. Other leaders like Waukon Decorah went to Washington and reminded the treaty council of federal obligations to the Ho-Chunk people for their service in the Black Hawk and other wars. Baptiste LaSallier, another leader, requested longstanding treaty debts that the federal government had never paid. He told the treaty council that if the Ho-Chunk people were expected to act like white men, “we want to tell you that it takes a great deal of money to do so.”¹⁹ The government promised once again to pay its debts to the Ho-Chunk and continued the treaty negotiations without Winneshiek. Government

¹⁹ Ratified treaty no. 310, documents relating to the negotiation of the treaty of April 15, 1859, with the Winnebago Indians (National Archives), 19.
representatives then decided they recognized Baptiste as the head chief and awarded him a medal for “rendering himself obnoxious to the wrath of the rebel Winneshiek.” But Winneshiek still had influence as a leader among his people, and Americans had no authority to overthrow him.

Ho-Chunks were determined to hold onto their reservation and their collective identity. After the 1859 treaty was signed that left them with half their Blue Earth County reservation, Winneshiek attempted to prevent implementation of treaty stipulations that carved the remainder of their land into individual allotments. This requirement threatened Ho-Chunk traditions and sovereignty by taking away their shared land in favor of individual ownership. Winneshiek and his men broke the surveyor’s instruments and attempted to block his entrance to parts of their land. Protesters then proceeded among those in an enrollment line “vociferating at the top of their voices,” convincing most of the tribe to refuse the roll call. Winneshiek had evidently “made up his mind deliberately to defy the government.” The surveyor requested the government imprison Winneshiek, so Superintendent Clark Thompson sent for troops from Fort Ridgley to make the arrest. But the agent withheld the distribution of goods to anyone who declined to enroll for land allotments. In the end, soldiers were not needed. Winneshiek calmed his efforts, and the surveyor used old lists to accomplish the lost roll call.

This treaty dramatically cut their land base and the Ho-Chunk people were relegated to allotted farmland, a further erosion of their traditional communal lifestyle. Their agent expressed Ho-Chunks’ concern for the permanence of their home and pointed out their reluctance to erect

---


21 Ibid.
buildings or plow fields until they knew for certain they would remain at this reservation forever.\textsuperscript{22} After so many false starts, some Ho-Chunk people disagreed with Winneshiek and believed the allotments might give them an enduring legal title to their property as guarantee that they could stay on it. Until they held legal title to their allotments, many were hesitant to make serious improvements to their land. In the meantime, they made money from digging ginseng and selling it to Mankato businessmen.\textsuperscript{23}

---

\textbf{Figure 10.} Thomas Hughes. \textit{Source: Mankato: its first fifty years} (Mankato, Minn.: Free Press Printing Co., 1903), 241.

\textbf{Figure 11.} “Medicine Dance of the Winnebagoes,” ca. 1850. This is a print by the artist Seth Eastman who was a military officer stationed in Minnesota before statehood. \textit{Source: Nicollet County Historical Society.}
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\textbf{Culture Clash in the County}

Settlers and county leaders agitated for Ho-Chunk removal throughout their entire tenure in the county, beginning with their 1855 objection to the reservation’s creation. Because settlers had already pre-empted homesteads on the land and the county leaders had thought their political

\textsuperscript{22} Agent Balcombe to William P. Dole. United States Bureau of Indian Affairs and National Archives (U.S.), \textit{Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, 1824-81. Winnebago Agency, 1826-1875}. (Washington, D.C: The Bureau, 1826-1875), Reel 935.

boundaries had been set, they took it as a hard and personal economic loss when the Territorial Legislature ejected settlers in favor of a reservation. Blue Earth County historian Thomas Hughes describes the arrival of Ho-Chunk people with a chapter titled “Loss of Territory,” even though these settlers had pre-empted claims to the land and had no legal right to it. Leaders and settlers in Blue Earth County continued to protest the presence of Ho-Chunk people in the area throughout their tenancy. Lawmakers and citizens passed several resolutions and petitions over the years at many different levels to promote the elimination of the reservation. Politics, progress, and profiteering, were all factors in the call for removal, but ethnic culture clashes were a pervasive force as well.

The arrival of the Ho-Chunk people in central Minnesota had been lauded as an economic boon back in 1847, but by 1855 settlers in southwestern Minnesota viewed native reservations as obstacles to the area’s advancement. Historian Bruce White has documented the social shift in Minnesota during this period. As indigenous people were forced onto reservations during the territorial years, Minnesota transformed from a multiethnic world of fur traders and mixed ancestry cultural brokers, to an American market mentality and an “Indian business” that took as much money as possible from native people who received payments for the land. Much like the Wisconsin settlers before them, many Minnesotans believed they would make better use of the land than Ho-Chunk people. Hughes recounted the settlers’ dismay that the reservation

24 Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 59.
encompassed the “very best farm lands in the county.” But area residents also worried that the presence of the reservation might impede the area’s growth by slowing white immigration.

In the *History of Blue Earth County*, Hughes relates one story of white immigrants on their way to the county who met a large group of Ho-Chunk immigrants on their way to the new reservation there. Hughes wrote that “the sight of so many savages and the thought that they were to be such close neighbors, rather intimidated our immigrants and they halted some days in doubt whether to advance, retreat or go elsewhere.” These travelers evidently decided to continue their move to Blue Earth County, but anecdotes and attitudes like this worried area leaders that Minnesota’s growth would bypass their county as long as the reservation was there. Mankato newspapers at the time discussed the reservation as a temporary setback that would eventually be fixed if only they could overwhelm its supporters, whom they lambasted often. Likewise, brief Mankato and Blue Earth County histories that appeared in marketing and historical publications in the late nineteenth-century nearly all describe the years of the reservation’s existence as a pause in the county’s early development.

Race and culture clashes were the main feature in removal rhetoric from the start and although there were instances of friendship between settlers and Ho-Chunk people, most encounters only served to confirm biases and fears in the minds of white settlers. Hughes
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26 Hughes, *History of Blue Earth County*, 59.
27 Ibid., 63.
28 Charles A. Chapman, *History of Mankato Lodge no. 12* (Mankato, Minn.: Mankato Masons, 1902); Charles A. Chapman, *Mankato and Blue Earth County, Minnesota, A Historical and Descriptive Sketch with the Fifth Annual Report of the Board of Trade of the City of Mankato, Minnesota, for the year 1877* (Mankato, Minn.: Wise and Coffin Printers, 1878); William B. Griswold, *Mankato and Blue Earth County* (Mankato, Minn.: Griswold and Neff Union Office, 1867); John A. Willard, *Blue Earth County: Its Advantages to Settlers* (Mankato, Minn.: John C. Wise “Record” Office, 1868).
describes one 1855 “Indian scare” near the reservation when a group of white men determined to chase down a report of possible attacks after gun shots were heard, only to find a single Ho-Chunk teenager. Apparently, the boy “was quite friendly with the settlers and a favorite among them…and he burst into a big laugh, and explained how he had been out hunting with other Indians on Rice Lake.” In another 1855 incident, Mankatoans were upset that Ho-Chunk people had “painted the village red,” so they “turned out en masse and broke up all the liquor shops in town and poured the liquors into the streets.” The stores had sold alcohol to the Ho-Chunks, against a local law that banned the sale of intoxicants to native people.

But even when there was no alcohol or hunters involved, white residents expressed irrational fears of their Ho-Chunk neighbors. The Mankato newspapers repeatedly referred to the Ho-Chunk people in Blue Earth County as “savages” and “annoyances,” whose differences were feared. According to Hughes, most settlers near the reservation acquired “a good savage watch dog” because they often received neighborly requests for food or assistance from Ho-Chunk people. The reciprocation of food and gifts was an important part of the culture and alliance-building for all indigenous nations in Minnesota Territory, but white settlers perceived these visits as Ho-Chunk people begging for food.

In February 1858, just a few months before reaching statehood, the Minnesota Legislature sent a joint resolution to the United States Congress to promote the removal of the Ho-Chunk people from the state. The resolution claimed the Ho-Chunk people were “constantly

29 Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 60.
30 Ibid., 68.
31 Ibid., 64.
being supplied with spirituous liquors” and “the civilization of these Indians would doubtless be greatly advanced by removing them beyond the influence above alluded to.” The contradiction in the resolution’s premise is astounding: they would be better Americanized if only they were moved farther away from said Americanized civilization. But the real focus of the resolution was on moving them beyond white settlement, saying that the reservation was surrounded by white settlers and located in the most densely populated area of the state. The overall message sent to Washington was that the Ho-Chunk reservation was simply in the way, and that everyone would be better off if they were segregated from settlement. However, the Ho-Chunk people could have never moved far enough to live beyond white settlement, and history has shown that the Ho-Chunk were not better off after they were forced out of Minnesota.

After Blue Earth County settlers had put years of effort into the removal of Ho-Chunk people from the county, they likely expected that Congress would finally take such action when the 1862 U.S.-Dakota War had commenced just miles from the Ho-Chunk and Mankato. While the national Democrats and Republicans fought over slavery and other Civil War issues in 1862, the Blue Earth County partisans engaged in a fierce argument over which party was more anti-Indian. The two Mankato newspapers, which represented opposing political parties, accused each other as well as politicians from the opposite party of not working hard enough or taking the right steps toward the removal effort. The competition between the parties to be most active for Ho-Chunk removal meant the overall effort was bi-partisan. As the weather, settlers, agents, and

32 Minnesota Legislature. *Joint Resolution relative to the Sioux and Winnebago Reservations. February 25, 1858.*
traders continued to drain the Ho-Chunk monies dry and government payments for their land were perpetually late, both the Dakota and Ho-Chunk became more desperate.

The U.S.-Dakota War and Post-war Anti-Indian Sentiment

After bad crop years combined with another late annuity payment from the government to leave the Dakota near starvation in the summer of 1862, their traders dealt another blow by cutting off credit. Dakota people began to demand that traders open their food warehouses to alleviate hunger. There were many tense encounters at the Dakota agencies that came close to bloodshed before violence erupted on August 18. The late annuity payment for the Dakota arrived in Minnesota a day too late as tensions reached the breaking point. The story of the subsequent U.S.-Dakota War is well documented by many historians such as Mary Wingerd and Gary Clayton Anderson.34

The intense anti-Indian fervor and its implications for the Ho-Chunk and all tribes in the region were evident immediately following the first bloodshed. Newspapers in Mankato, St. Paul, and St. Cloud called for removal, retribution and even extermination. All native people were seen as guilty, and that included Dakota women, children and elderly, as well as men who had not participated in the war. It wasn’t long before the removal rhetoric also included nearby indigenous nations who did not necessarily identify with the Dakota in any sort of common

identity. Even the Ojibwe in the Minnesota north woods, far from larger white settlements, felt the consequences of U.S.-Dakota War. The panic reached as far as Wisconsin, with people there once again frantically attempting to have the remaining Ho-Chunk people removed.\textsuperscript{35} The U.S.-Dakota War, it was argued by white settlers over and over again, was proof that white people and Indians could not coexist in peace.

In early November, settlers warned General Henry Sibley of a possible attack on his Dakota prisoners-of-war. As they approached New Ulm while traveling to Mankato, New Ulm residents were engaged in digging new graves for loved ones who had been hastily buried during the battles. Sibley led the condemned Dakota around the town to avoid a clash, but an enraged mob of mostly women attacked them with stones, hatchets and boiling water. The attack on the Dakota prisoners outside of New Ulm was partially planned or at the very least encouraged by civic leaders of New Ulm and Brown County. Sibley failed to adequately serve justice to the instigators, but he did manage to prevent an unreserved massacre that day.\textsuperscript{36}

Minnesotans soon showed they were prepared to attack any native person they saw, not just the combatants proclaimed guilty by a military tribunal. Settlers near the town of Henderson attacked the procession of women, children and elderly Dakota as they traveled to Fort Snelling where they were to be confined. Sibley wanted to ensure that law and order prevailed in the


treatment of the Dakota people, rather than mob attacks. So he entrusted Colonel William Marshall with the leadership of the “family caravan,” a man who proved to live up to Sibley’s standards, doing his utmost to protect his charges. Unfortunately, the families were brutally confronted near Henderson, where one woman threw a nursing Dakota baby to the ground, eventually causing death hours later. Marshall also faced the same difficulties as Sibley in that his soldiers were not necessarily willing to protect the Dakota. It was clear that even the innocent women, babies, and children were under threat of death.

Once the Dakota people had arrived at their respective destinations for the winter, some Minnesotans were worried that President Abraham Lincoln would set them all free and settlers became determined that no Dakota people would make it out of the state alive. Dakota family members were constantly vulnerable in the Fort Snelling internment camp over the winter, and some were killed by nearby whites. Minnesotans seethed with the desire for vengeance. The internment of the Dakota only made some settlers more angry simply because they were allowed to live. Rumors that the Dakota prisoners would be allowed to live spread throughout the region, and men began to travel to Mankato to ensure the Dakota men were killed. They did not wait for the federal government to make a decision that had the possibility to be lenient.

On December 4, 1862, Colonel Stephen Miller put his own life and money on the line to stop an advancing mob on its way to kill the prisoners in a dramatic showdown on the Blue Earth bridge in Mankato. He called troops from the Ho-Chunk agency into Mankato to help arrest and


eventually released the ringleaders about 150 to 200 armed agitators, many who had come down from St. Peter and possibly New Ulm. The prisoners were then moved to a more secure location in the center of town. Miller also dispatched his own German spies to infiltrate “an extensive secret organization including men of character in all this upper country, including soldiers,” with plans to murder the prisoners. For the few weeks between Sibley’s departure from Mankato on November 25 and Lincoln’s decision to execute thirty-eight Dakota in late December, Miller attempted to control growing public hostility against the prisoners in Mankato. 39

During this time, Colonel Miller met with “leading citizens” of Mankato at least twice in attempts to gain their support in the protection of Dakota prisoners from the public and to threaten the city with military force if citizens did not remain peaceful. The first meeting was late in November where the Mankato men expressed their concern that the prisoners might leave the

city alive. Meanwhile, Miller “appealed to [their] civic pride,” telling them he was confident that “they would help him in upholding the law.” However, reports that the Blue Earth County Sheriff, Daniel Tyner, was instigating public anger showed that local officials were not interested in enforcing the law when it came to the Dakota prisoners. Miller held another “long interview” with Mankato’s “prominent citizens” a few days after the intense bridge confrontation, where he apparently threatened to raze the town with his cannons if the citizens attacked the prisoners again. After the confrontation on the bridge with mostly St. Peter men and possibly some other outsiders, Miller received conflicting reports of the sentiments of Mankato residents toward direct violence against the prisoners. It was probably prudent for him to approach the Mankato men and try to strong-arm their support for keeping order in the city.\footnote{Bachman, “Colonel Miller’s War,” 109, 113-116.}

Minnesota governor Alexander Ramsey struggled to deescalate the situation. He issued a “Proclamation to the People of Minnesota” on December 6, 1862 that was likely directed at the mob of men in Mankato. He called upon “all citizens engaged in these disorderly demonstrations, to desist therefrom.” The governor implored Minnesotans to think about “the good name and reputation of the people of this state.” Although he felt there was “justification of this…high-handed method of retaliation,” he knew “the civilized world will not so regard it.” He promised the citizens that Lincoln would allow them to hang the Dakota prisoners lawfully. Ramsey argued that it would “teach these savage men hereafter to respect the authority” of the government if Minnesotans would allow the military to execute the prisoners rather than openly defy law and order with “the blind fury of a mob” and “barbarous violence.” He assured the
settlers that Lincoln’s decision would come soon and if he decided against execution, state lawmakers would do so under local laws.\textsuperscript{41} They only had to wait a few more weeks.

The hangings in Mankato on December 26 may have been enough to satisfy citizens of New Ulm and settlers of Brown County, but people in Mankato and Blue Earth County still had the Ho-Chunk reservation in their midst. White settlers wanted the Ho-Chunk people to leave and didn’t care where they went, how they got there, or what happened to them. They just wanted the Ho-Chunk gone. The aggressive public pressure to rid the state of Dakota people was successful. So, anti-Ho-Chunk residents in Blue Earth County attempted to mimic those tactics. The nefariously mysterious secret society format of the Knights of the Forest perfectly performed that function. The ethnic fear mongering in their ritual document suggests that leaders used race to create and encourage fear of Ho-Chunk people among rank-and-file Knights members. They condemned all indigenous people for the war with the Dakota, and so hanging thirty-eight Dakota men would not be enough for Mankato area settlers.

\textsuperscript{41} Alexander Ramsey, \textit{Proclamation to the People of Minnesota}, December 6, 1862.
Figure 15. The hanging of 38 Dakota men near the levee in Mankato on December 26, 1862 was the largest mass execution in United States history. At least some of the Knights were likely viewing from the Masonic Lodge, which was probably in the top floor of the three-story brick structure in the background. The Knights of the Forest formed in or near that building one week later and held some meetings at the Masonic Lodge. Image Source: Minnesota Historical Society.
CHAPTER IV. THE MEN AND MILIEU OF MANKATO

With thousands of people in attendance, it is probable that most or all the members of the Knights of the Forest witnessed the execution of the condemned Dakota men. In support of a soldier’s request for compensation, Asa Barney, Charles Chapman, and John Meagher all signed a letter swearing to their eyewitness of the hanging.\(^1\) Chapman further boasted in his history of the Mankato Masons that the Dakota prisoners were hanged “on the levee in full view from the windows of the Masonic Hall,” where he also claimed Knights of the Forest meetings were held.\(^2\) Asa Barney’s obituary contained a full description of his exact location at the execution, including the position of his footing.\(^3\) And it is doubtful that John Porter and his father, John J. Porter Sr., who was a Mankato Mason and local politician, would have missed the largest event of the year in his hometown. Mob threats had pressured President Lincoln and must have had an impact on his decision to quickly execute the Dakota. This probably seemed to settlers a good way to push the government into a quick removal of the Ho-Chunk as well. So, a week later, on the same day the president issued the Emancipation Proclamation to end slavery, men in Mankato created an organization meant to extend the successful campaign against the Dakota to the Ho-Chunk.

Most known and suspected members of the Knights of the Forest had lived near the Ho-Chunk for years and were undoubtedly aware of their history with the United States. The government agents and white traders who lived on the reservation were part of the business

---

community of Mankato and mentioned often by Chapman, Hughes, and other contemporary Mankato history writers. The trader Asa White had married a Ho-Chunk woman, lived on the reservation, and was friends with the elder John J. Porter.\(^4\) White and his partner, Isaac Marks, owned a hardware store, a ginseng business, and several other business ventures. They also built a large stone building in 1855 where Marks became the first Masonic initiate and the Knights of the Forest later held meetings.\(^5\) Minnesota newspapers before and after the U.S.-Dakota War often vilified reservation traders not for their swindle of native people as much as accusations they were attempting to keep the reservations located in Minnesota for their benefit. However, traders and agents sometimes participated in anti-Indian militias or armies during an “Indian scare” even though they often had mixed ancestry children of their own and were well connected within indigenous communities.

Despite the militant mob culture in Mankato at the time, there are no known reports of organized attacks on the Ho-Chunk reservation other than vague insinuations by Chapman. The murder of a Ho-Chunk person on the Mississippi River that had been reported by Agent Balcombe in September 1862 was a hundred miles away from Mankato and months before the Knights formed. But he also wrote that he exerted great effort to keep the Ho-Chunk confined inside the reservation lines because, he said, he had “been notified by the whites that the Indians

---

\(^4\) Madam White to William P. Dole and John J. Porter to William P. Dole. United States Bureau of Indian Affairs and National Archives (U.S.). Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, 1824-81. Winnebago Agency, 1826-1875. (Washington, D.C: The Bureau, 1826-1875) Reel 935-936; Porter wrote a reference letter for White in 1862. Porter and “Madam White” wrote letters to the Office of Indian Affairs in the spring of 1863 to request that she be allowed to keep her 1859 allotment.

\(^5\) Chapman, History of Mankato Lodge no. 12, 7.
will be massacred” if they leave the reservation.⁶ Official companies of U.S. soldiers stationed at the Ho-Chunk agency and town sites near the reservation during and after the U.S.-Dakota War only reported boredom during the winter of 1862-1863, except for the executions in Mankato.⁷

There is only one newspaper article that alludes to violent actions organized by the Knights. It is most likely authored by Chapman since it has exact passages from another article about the Knights with his name on the byline. The author states that the “business transacted” by the Knights can be easily understood from reading the oath. But he adds:

One noteworthy act of the Mankato Lodge, however, merits particular attention. This was the employment of a certain number of men whose duty was to lie in ambush on the outskirts of the Winnebago Reservation, and shoot any Indian who might be observed outside the lines. It is not the province of this sketch to relate how many, if any, Indians were thus disposed of. It is sufficient to say that the designated parties went out on their scouting excursions, and in due time returned and reported. For obvious reasons their reports were not made a matter of record.⁸

He leaves no doubt that Knights of the Forest was responsible for murders of Ho-Chunk people. Even though there are no other indications that homicides of Ho-Chunk people took place, there is a strong possibility that there were a few murders that flew under the radar. As we have seen, killings of indigenous people during this time were not always reported or rebuked.

But the Knights of the Forest organizers were primarily intent on removal at all cost, and both Chapman articles emphasize a goal of government pressure. The 1886 article also states that

⁸ Mankato Review, April 27, 1886; Mankato Daily Review, April 18, 1916.
the group’s “prestige was magnified in the minds of the people, and of the government, by the secrecy thrown around it’s proceedings.” The author indicates that they knew exactly what the Knights contributed to the decision to remove the Ho-Chunk from Minnesota. The article claims that the “mystery had its effect on the government, and it is very probable that without it the removal of the Indians might have been delayed for years.”

The Knights were well aware that the war meant the Ho-Chunk would eventually leave. The problem for the Knights was that it would not happen fast enough, which is why the article proudly says they prevented the delay of the removal but does not take full responsibility for it. Four years before his death, Chapman explained precisely how the secret society functioned in their political movement for forced relocation of the Ho-Chunk Nation:

Notwithstanding the oath of secrecy, hints of the organization got out and went even to government circles in Washington, exaggerated, of course, as they traveled until the U.S. Government began to take notice, for many in congress believed that a general uprising of the people of southern Minnesota was imminent, for the purpose of massacring the whole tribe of Winnebagoes.

It is still uncertain if the Knights of the Forest attempted to massacre the Ho-Chunk people or if they just wanted everyone to think as much. Their only stated goal was the immediate removal of the Ho-Chunk tribe. There was not an outright call for armed action against the Ho-Chunk in the ritual or petition. Even if Chapman’s account of “excursions” to the reservation is true, their top priority was removal from the prime farmland. The Knights had no concern for the hundreds of Ho-Chunk lives that would be lost and undoubtedly viewed it as

---

9 *Mankato Review*, April 27, 1886.
added benefit after the war. One 1867 descriptive pamphlet marketing Mankato for settlement (and also Willard and Barney’s Real Estate business) said the Ho-Chunk had left Blue Earth County, probably to “utter extinction,” but “nobody cares where.”11

By the time the Knights of the Forest convened for the first time in January 1863, only a few hundred Dakota men remained in the Mankato prison while most Dakota people were at Fort Snelling. Even though the Knights’ oath repeatedly calls for the removal of “all Indians from the state of Minnesota,” every source that mentions the Knights of the Forest credits them for the removal of the “Winnebago” people from Minnesota. Chapman’s personal account of the society specifically mentions the Ho-Chunk and no other tribe. Tellingly, he reported that the group dissolved after the Ho-Chunk left because “the object for which the order was constituted having been accomplished…the order itself…ceased forever.”12 The Knights were not concerned with the Ojibwe who continued to live in the northern half of the state. Rather, they wanted the Ho-Chunk people who possessed valuable farmland near their own homes to leave so they could occupy that land without “annoyance.”13 Their strategy toward that end was to engage in typical nineteenth century political activities. They held public meetings, sent “resolutions” to

11 William B. Griswold, Mankato and Blue Earth County, (Mankato, Minn.: Griswold and Neff Union Office, 1867), 5.
12 Mankato Review, April 27, 1886.
newspapers and legislatures, signed petitions, wrote editorials, and organized grass roots societies like the Knights of the Forest.\footnote{Mankato Record, October 7, 1862; “Removal of the Winnebago Indians” Petition. United States Bureau of Indian Affairs and National Archives (U.S.), Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, 1824-81. Winnebago Agency, 1826-1875. (Washington, D.C: The Bureau, 1826-1875) Reel 936.}

\section*{Secret Societies in the Nineteenth-century}

In \textit{A Secret Society History of the Civil War}, historian Mark Lause describes a distinct tradition of American fraternal orders based on a European model of freemasonry, which he calls the “oldest model of a secular voluntary organization,” that “emerged…with unavoidable implications for the political organizations built in its wake and for the revolutionary movements of the eighteenth century.” The tradesmen in Europe had formed organizations like the Freemasons for centuries with secret hand signs or passwords to accommodate an illiterate membership (and to distinguish trade skills), but in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries more affluent men began to join. The Freemasons eventually formed the Grand Lodge at London in 1717 as masonry spread throughout Europe and America. Members of masonic lodges were not asked to reject their religion, nation or social class, but only to put Masonic interests before these other concerns. However, according to Lause, the further masonry spread from the reach of the Grand Lodge, the more predisposed the organization became to subversive political and social modifications.\footnote{Mark A Lause, \textit{A Secret Society History of the Civil War} (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2011), 1-37.}
Even more alterations of the freemasonry model of fraternal orders came when transplanted revolutionaries from Europe brought the idea of secret societies to the United States in the late eighteenth century. The European example of secret fraternal organizations was reshaped and developed by Northeastern labor groups, religious, mutual aid or benevolent societies, as well as grassroots political movements in the early nineteenth-century America. By the 1830’s the idea of fraternal orders for political action had spread through the Midwest to Ohio and Michigan, where a secret society known as the Hunters Lodges participated in border skirmishes between the British and Canadians known as the Patriot Wars. The Hunters Lodges were among the earliest American secret societies that acted as a paramilitary organization for an expansionist political cause in the face of federal opposition.\textsuperscript{16} Then in the 1840s and 1850s, fraternal associations like the Brotherhood of the Union and the Universal Democratic Republicans, whose ranks and leadership were often made up of military members, veterans, and officers, both provided financial and militia assistance for their controversial political causes.\textsuperscript{17}

In the decades before the U.S. Civil War, Americans were absorbed with their desire for expansion based on the ideals of Manifest Destiny, and secret societies functioned more and more as social networks for political activity among white males. When expansionist settlers encountered a problem in border regions of the country, local elites sometimes formed organizations like fraternal orders, filibusters, councils, committees on safety, or secret societies that would send a political messages to the federal government by their very existence, but also


\textsuperscript{17} Lause, \textit{A Secret Society History of the Civil War}, 21-50.
literally by sending petitions, letters, and resolutions. When these organizations were focused on slavery or native people, they occasionally functioned as a ready militia or paramilitary if the federal government did not respond adequately to their official messages sent in the petitions and letters. At the same time, federal officials encouraged local expansionist exploits on the frontier when it met political and diplomatic needs.¹⁸

As the issue of slavery began to form sectional divides in the late 1850s, one Southern secret society formed with an explicit paramilitary purpose. The decade before the Civil War was the golden age of filibustering for expansion, and the rhetoric of these movements was increasingly about extension of slavery rather than territory. The notorious Knights of the Golden Circle are the best illustration of this shift in filibustering and in American society. The group was created in 1858 by George Bickley and was dedicated to the expansion of slavery within a geographic golden circle that stretched from Maryland to Oregon to South America. Lause describes Bickley as a “confidence man” who often moved around the border regions of America as people discovered he was a schemer or his debts were too large. He created the secret society as a moneymaking scheme that first focused on filibustering expeditions before turning its

ambitions toward secession and the buildup to the U.S. Civil War when the societal atmosphere demanded it.\(^{19}\)

Organizations like the Freemasons, the Knight of the Golden Circle, and the Union of Brotherhood provided the social networks that were needed for white men to coordinate solidarity for their privileged positions in early nineteenth-century American society. Lause characterizes this era as having a “paranoid style” that was marked by a transition into market capitalism, romanticism and the high emotions of antebellum America.\(^{20}\) Bickley’s propensity to skip town and successfully reinvent himself whenever his local social networks collapsed indicates he likely used the larger, more universal social structures provided by fraternal orders to advance in this era. As Lause says, Bickley was part of an entrepreneurial “growing acceptance that the young American man on the make had to become a kind of confidence man himself in order to succeed.”\(^{21}\) The Masons and other secret societies were located throughout America, and allowed men on the move in the frontier to recognize like-minded strangers via their hand signs, rituals, or other symbols.

The Knights of the Golden Circle is an early example of how secret societies functioned in controversial political movements. Their influence came in the form of the propaganda imageries they created both for and against their own group. Northerners feared them as the real world “Slave Empire Conspiracy,” and they played this reputation up or down, depending on their needs of the moment. The mystery around fraternal orders that billed themselves secret

\(^{20}\) Ibid., xiii.
\(^{21}\) Ibid., 152.
societies allowed fluidity for men who wish to bend the story their way. Lause points out that secret societies used “smoke and mirrors to create the perception of scale,” and Bickley knew that “the importance of any secret society turned largely on how it presented itself” in order to exert pressure on governments.\(^{22}\) The impression that their particular threat exists is where their power and influence resided, no matter the reality of the situation.

Members of secret societies in the nineteenth-century usually belonged to multiple political and social organizations. Many men who joined the Knights of the Golden Circle were in filibusterer or paramilitary groups like the Texas Rangers, some were politicians, and most belonged to other orders like the Freemasons, the Order of the Lone Star, and the Sons of Liberty, not to mention their roles in religious and trade groups. This kind of social web thrived on fraternal organizations whose military manifestations often took to mystery, intrigue and secrecy to mask controversial or morally questionable martial motivations. Less nefariously secret organizations like the Order of Odd Fellows or the Freemasons were common nineteenth-century fixtures throughout nearly all of America, especially at startup towns in the border regions, and Mankato was no exception. Lause points out that by this time, “fraternal hucksterism had become a sort of in-joke in which everyone seemed to be in the know."\(^{23}\) Such groups were considered an essential element to any successful pioneer town.

New settlements in nineteenth-century America were vying for future economic power, and Mankato’s founders were quick to set up the social structures needed to become a

\(^{22}\) Ibid., 62.

\(^{23}\) Ibid., 152
respectable city. Despite the settlers’ worries that the reservation would inhibit the area’s growth, Mankato was what one historian described as an up-and-coming American “market town” and “distributing center for goods” that was full of “economic opportunity.” Fraternal orders were as key to the county’s development as churches, businesses, and local governments. The Masons were the only fraternal organization in Blue Earth County at the time of the U.S.-Dakota War, but there were numerous by the time Hughes wrote his history of the county in 1901. Ceremonies of any kind, including anniversary parties, cornerstone dedications, and funerals in Mankato often incorporated the rites or rituals of fraternal organizations.

The fraternal orders were a central part of Mankato civic leaders and businessmen’s identities. In Thomas Hughes’ “Biographical History” of the county, nearly all of the men’s biographies include a list of their “fraternal relations.” A keyword search in the e-book version of the History of Blue Earth County for “fraternal” returns 102 results, almost exclusively in the biographical section. Hughes also discusses the Knights of the Forest in his county history, but does not attach any person’s name to the organization, nor provide any details beyond the existence of “sublodges” in nearby towns. Unfortunately, we can only identify four men as Knights of the Forest members, but they are probably perfect illustrations of local “prominent men” who joined the Knights.

26 Ibid., 138.
Charles Chapman and the Secret Society Tradition

When Charles A. Chapman arrived to survey land in Blue Earth County in 1856 at the age of twenty-three, he was a young, recently graduated, entrepreneurial, American man on the make. Born in Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1833, he grew up the son of Welsh immigrants in New England, where Lause has described a thriving and innovative fraternal order scene connected to labor groups, politics, and European revolutionaries. Chapman eventually graduated from Harvard University and moved to Minnesota as a surveyor for a private company. It is more than likely Chapman was familiar with the creation, process, and political function of secret societies before he moved to Minnesota. He was an early member, officer, and historian of the Mankato Masonic Lodge. Thomas Hughes wrote that Chapman’s “Harvard training and his cultured New England ancestry” always remained a part of his personality.²⁷

Figure 16. Charles Chapman. Source: Mankato: its first fifty years (Mankato, Minn.: Free Press Printing Co., 1903), 193.

Figure 17. Charles Chapman House, 2009. Built in 1858, the house is on the National Register of Historic Places. Source: Wikimedia Commons.

²⁷ Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 361.
Chapman’s move to Mankato could not have come at a more opportune time. Minnesota had just acquired large swaths of land from Dakota people and was on the verge of statehood, which meant there would be plenty of work for surveyors to carve out new homesteads. Furthermore, Mankato was an up-and-coming market town that would soon be at the apex of land sales for the new state. Chapman promptly set up a surveying business and established himself as a Mankato civic leader and one of the original settlers in South Bend, the settlement across the river from Mankato that rivaled it in the early years. He was involved in surveying much of the county, drawing maps, and laying out new town sites.28

Chapman is a major figure in Mankato’s earliest history. He was a City Engineer for Mankato, Blue Earth County Auditor, and served as the Blue Earth County Surveyor in 1862. He also authored pamphlets, histories, newspaper articles, and business advertisements as well as participated in local government, churches and other organizations. In short, he became one of the “town fathers” of Mankato. His 1858 pioneer home is on the National Register of Historic Places and still stands today. It is evident from his newspaper articles in later years that he wanted credit for his role in the growth and development of the Mankato area, and he considered his association with the Knights of the Forest to be a significant feature of that legacy.

It is possible that Chapman was a leader or at least a founding member of the Knights of the Forest, but his outspokenness does not necessarily equate to an administrative role. One newspaper article says that the “Grand Lodge” for the Knights of the Forest was located at

Mankato, the hometown of two of its founders. That same article places subordinate “chapters” in nearby Blue Earth County towns like Madelia and Garden City, which is the home of a third founder.29 This suggests that the leadership was based in Mankato, where Chapman served among the officer ranks of the Mankato Masons.30 His descriptions of the Knights of the Forest leaves the impression that he might sometimes present an embellished version of events in an attempt to secure his legacy as a town father and pioneer hero. If he did have a leadership role in the Knights of the Forest, he did not claim as much in his reports. That would seem unlikely, given his tendency to overstate stories that involved his own importance.

Regardless of whether Chapman was a leader, the newspaper articles and several other texts he authored provide the most information to be found about the Knights of the Forest beyond their ritual. He wrote several short histories in various publications about the growth and development of the area, and he mentioned the Knights of the Forest in nearly every one. Although they claimed to be a shrouded in secrecy, he clearly wanted the organization to be remembered in history. Chapman seemed determined that the group be credited for the removal of the Ho-Chunk people from Blue Earth County after the U.S.-Dakota War. Though official histories or essays by Chapman simply stated the fact the society existed and its purpose, he was much more forthcoming in newspaper articles about possible activities of the group. The articles in the Mankato Review in the last decades of his life contain much more detail conveyed with

29 Mankato Review, April 27, 1886.
30 Chapman, History of Mankato Lodge no. 12, 55-56.
obvious pride. He was convinced that the prosperity and progress of the county was owed to the long fight for removal of the Ho-Chunk reservation.

Chapman was militantly active for Ho-Chunk removal from Blue Earth County for years before the U.S.-Dakota War. In 1859, he was listed as Second Sergeant in the Mankato Artillery Company, which had organized in response to the shooting of a removal advocate, John Burns, by a Ho-Chunk person in the nearby town of Danville. This incident had “stirred up the military spirit of the county” three years before the war. According to Thomas Hughes, “there was much activity among the militia companies in the county,” and “during the winter [of 1859-60] large public meetings were held…to agitate the matter” of moving the Ho-Chunk people. During this time, a sharp shooters’ group was also organized at Garden City, which was only a few miles from the Ho-Chunk reservation lines. These public meetings amid the militant atmosphere foreshadowed the post-war panic and prove that the U.S.-Dakota War served a useful purpose in pressing a long-standing demand for the Ho-Chunk removal.

The Porter Family

John J. Porter Jr. was born in 1838 and likely grew up in Pennsylvania during the active and innovative fraternal order culture in the Northeastern United States described by Mark

31 Mankato Review, April 27, 1886; Mankato Daily Review, April 18, 1916; Chapman, History of Mankato Lodge no. 12; Chapman, Mankato and Blue Earth County, Minnesota, A Historical and Descriptive Sketch with the Fifth Annual Report of the Board of Trade of the City of Mankato, Minnesota, for the year 1877 (Mankato, Minn.: Wise and Coffin Printers, 1878).
32 Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 99, 285.
Lause.\textsuperscript{33} Obituaries in the \textit{Chicago Tribune} and the \textit{Mankato Free Press} say John J. Porter was aged ninety-one when he died in 1929 as “the last surviving member of the Knights of the Forest.”\textsuperscript{34} The \textit{Mankato Free Press} obituary also states that he was the son of E.D.B. Porter, but this is probably incorrect. E.D.B. Porter’s obituary said he was sixty years old when he died in 1895, and the 1875 Ramsey County census corroborates the obituary, both in age and location.\textsuperscript{35} This means E.D.B. was born around 1835 and could not have been John J. Porter Jr.’s father.

Meanwhile, the Blue Earth County census records for 1857 show two John J. Porters, one aged forty-five and one nineteen, among a family of six who were all born in Pennsylvania, including a mother, Susan, a twenty-eight-year-old named Mary Porter, and two more teenagers, Daniel and Henry Porter.\textsuperscript{36} Daniel was celebrated as a war hero in his 1915 obituary for his part in the Battle of New Ulm, where he served with Mankato militiamen under John F. Meagher.\textsuperscript{37}

There were many John Porters in late nineteenth century Minnesota, but only two, a father and son, were known to be involved with the removal of the Ho-Chunk from Blue Earth County. The younger John J. Porter is the one defined as the “last Knights of Forest” by the \textit{Mankato Free Press} and the \textit{Chicago Tribune}. But the elder John J. Porter was probably the one involved in most of the other removal activities in Mankato, including his son’s Knights of the
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Forest. The man who posed for the photo in 1863 appears much older than twenty-four, which would have been the age of the John Porter described in the obituary (see figure 18). The signature below his photo also matches the signature on a letter sent to the Commissioner of Indians Affairs in June 1863 requesting an allotment for Asa White’s Ho-Chunk wife. Therefore, the John J. Porter who represented Mankato in the state legislature was likely the elder Porter.

Thomas Hughes’ *History of Blue Earth County* notes that John J. Porter arrived in Minnesota from Lancaster County, Pennsylvania in 1857. Although he was probably describing John J. Porter Sr., the family undoubtedly arrived from Pennsylvania together. The elder Porter was certainly an entrepreneurial American man on the make when they moved to Blue Earth County. According to Thomas Hughes, John J. Porter, likely the senior, immediately “purchased a big interest in the townsite” of Shelbyville near the Ho-Chunk reservation and constructed a

Figure 18. John J. Porter Sr. *Source: Minnesota Historical Society.*

Figure 19. Location of Camp Porter, the Ho-Chunk concentration camp along the Minnesota riverside in Mankato. According to Thomas Hughes’ *History of Steamboating on the Minnesota River*, Hubbard Mill (shown here ca. 1909) was later built there. (p.151) *Image Source: Blue Earth County Historical Society.*
large sawmill there. Hughes wrote that John Porter claimed to be a “personal acquaintance” of President James Buchanan, and that the president had promised Porter the Minnesota Land Office, “which, had it been fulfilled, would have been a big boom for their townsite.” However, the town site and sawmill were a failure, so Porter moved into Mankato in 1860, where he started a tannery and was elected to the state legislature in 1862.\(^{38}\) When the U.S.-Dakota War commenced, he was still advertising the sale of his farm at the unsuccessful town site near the Ho-Chunk reservation.\(^{39}\)

Unlike the other Porter families in Blue Earth County, E.D.B. Porter was also from Pennsylvania, and so it is likely he was a brother, cousin, or uncle, to the younger John J. Porter.\(^{40}\) E.D.B. was an officer in the Mankato Masons, and quite likely a member of the Knights of the Forest along with the John J. Porter family.\(^{41}\) His signature appears on a petition sent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in January 1863 calling for the removal of the Ho-Chunk people.\(^{42}\) E.D.B. is also listed in a militia that called themselves “Frontier Rangers” who traveled between Mankato, South Bend, and Madelia during the U.S.-Dakota War.\(^{43}\) Interestingly, E.D.B.’s father-in-law was the Ho-Chunk physician, Moses Wickersham, who moved with the


\(^{39}\) *Mankato Record*, October 4, 1862.
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Ho-Chunk to Nebraska. After the war, E.D.B. moved to St. Paul and then the state of Washington, where he worked for the state treasury until he died. Chapman wrote in their history that the Mankato Masons convicted E.D.B. of embezzlement after he moved away, which he denied via letters from Washington and never paid.

John J. Porter Sr. died a little more than a decade after the war in Mankato, where he was hailed in his obituary as “deservedly popular with the people” for his “active interest in everything pertaining to the welfare of this county and state.” During the war, he had traveled to St. Paul to bear witness of the events in New Ulm and then assisted the commander while Mankato was under martial law on August 24, 1862. But mostly, the Mankato Review memorialized him for “being prominently identified in…the removal of the Winnebago Indians.” After the war, John Porter Sr. won two more elections to the state legislature, where he served until 1865. Two J. J. Porters are listed on the 1865 Mankato census right below Basil Moreland, S.F. Barney, and his business partner John A. Willard and a tax assessment for Mankato in 1866 lists John J. Porter as a real estate agent. According to his 1874 obituaries, he
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was involved with reorganizing the Minnesota Valley Railroad and then lived in Jackson, MN, where he worked for the St. Paul and Sioux City Railroad Land Office.\textsuperscript{51}

Meanwhile, John J. Porter Jr. moved to St. Paul sometime after the U.S.-Dakota War before going to live with his daughter in Glencoe, Ill. Most likely, he and his wife relocated in the early 1870s when his father died and Cordelia’s became proprietor of the International Hotel in St. Paul.\textsuperscript{52} The 1895 and 1905 Ramsey County censuses lists the younger John J. Porter alongside his wife, Cordelia, and identifies him as a “freight inspector.”\textsuperscript{53} He is also mentioned in a St. Paul newspaper article as a clerk for the International Hotel, which was owned by his father-in-law Marcus Flower, who first owned the Clifton House in Mankato. The 1903 biography of Flower in the Mankato semi-centennial history states that his daughter, “Mrs. J. J. Porter,” lived in St. Paul. According to Cordelia’s 1913 obituary and her husband’s 1929 obituary, John J. Porter Jr. lived nearly forty years in St. Paul before he spent the last nineteen years of his life in the care of his daughter.\textsuperscript{54}

In the end, it is more than likely that both John J. Porter Sr. and Jr. were active member of the Knights of the Forest. It is fitting that the \textit{Mankato Free Press} remembered John Porter Jr. as the “last of Knights of the Forest.” It was his largest effect on the town during his short tenure there. There are no details on their exact role in the Knights of the Forest. But it was probably the
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responsibility of politicians like John J. Porter Sr. to bring those mysterious threats, implied or explicit, from secret societies to the halls of government. It is significant that the Ho-Chunk encampment in Mankato where they awaited removal in the spring of 1863 was named “Camp Porter.” According to Hughes, this was to “honor John J. Porter, who had been most active in their removal.”55 The camp was probably named for John Porter Sr., since he was the more prominent of the two as a state legislator. Possibly, John Porter Sr. occupied the highest leadership role in the Knights, the Worthy Chancellor (see Appendix A).

The Barney Brothers

Another young pioneer Minnesotan from the Northeastern United States moved to the county with ambitions like those of Chapman and Porter. Asa Barney was born in 1835 and grew up in New York State the youngest of three brothers, whom he followed to Mankato in 1857. Chas was first to arrive following the death of their father in 1855. The eldest, Sheldon, moved to Minnesota immediately after his admission to the bar in 1856 and opened a law practice in Mankato. They proclaimed an exclusively American heritage, with Chas Barney’s biography stating that they descended both from Benjamin Franklin and from a 1634 Salem, Massachusetts settler.56 The brothers were probably well versed in the possibilities for political and social power in secret societies. Though Asa is the only brother named as a Knights of the Forest member in a Mankato Free Press newspaper article, and Chas was living in Wisconsin at the

55 Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 139; Mankato Record, May 2, 1863.
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time of the U.S.-Dakota War, it is hard to imagine that Sheldon was not involved, or even a leader, in the Knights of the Forest.

Sheldon and Asa led active professional, civic and social lives in Mankato. Sheldon partnered with John A. Willard at his law office and most other enterprises. Meanwhile, Asa operated various businesses and is often listed as a bookkeeper by occupation. According to *Mankato: its First Fifty Years*, the brothers engaged in multiple industries over the years, sometimes with each other, on their own, or with other partners like Willard. It is uncertain if any of those businesses ever turned a profit, but Sheldon Barney and John Willard were the most vocal of all the profiteers about the fortune they made from Ho-Chunk land. Both Barney
brothers and John Willard’s names appear on Government Land Office Land Patents for their purchase of “Winnebago Lands.” The Barney brothers and Willard, like Chapman, remained respected civic leaders in Mankato until their deaths. Asa attended a 1916 “Old Settlers Reunion” where historian Thomas Hughes interviewed someone about the Knights and later included the story in his *History of Blue Earth County and Biography of its leading citizens*.

There is a possibility that Asa Barney was a founding member of the Knights of the Forest. An 1886 newspaper article says there were “three persons, two of them citizens of Mankato, and one of Garden City, conversing about the situation, [and] conceived the idea of forming a secret order, whose object should be the removal of all Indians from the State.”

---


---

57 Old Settlers Reunion Notes. Thomas Hughes. Papers. SMHC Manuscript Collection 101. Mankato State University Library, Mankato, Minn.
Although Asa Barney moved to Mankato later in his life, his family homestead was near Garden City, where he lived at the time of the U.S.-Dakota War. According to Thomas Hughes, the Knights formed in a “law office” in Block 14, which “was for years the only important business block of the town.” Of course, the “three persons” could have been other members of the Knights from those cities.

Most likely Sheldon Barney was a founding member and perhaps a leader in the Knights of the Forest. There is no mention of leadership roles in the articles that name Chapman, Asa Barney, and Meagher as “members,” even describing Asa as being “initiated at Garden City.” But Sheldon also owned a homestead near Garden City in Ceresco Township, although he lived and worked in Mankato. He and Willard also advertised their law office on Front Street across from the Levee, which was the exact position of Block 14. This was also the location of the large stone building where the Masons held meetings and observed the hanging of 38 Dakota men.

Sheldon and Asa were members of the Masonic Lodge as well as several other fraternal organizations in Mankato, including the Knights Templar and Odd Fellows. As mentioned above, Sheldon conducted Odd Fellows rituals at the time capsule ceremony in 1866. Historian Mark Lause has shown that these fraternal organizations and societies were interconnected social networks that functioned as sorting mechanisms for like-minded people. The more controversial the club’s purposes and culture, the more “secret society” and less “fraternal order” they became.

---
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People joined organizations based on their religion, political leanings, or other business and social interests. Sometimes they offered a way for people to rise above other differences toward a common goal. For instance, Irish-Catholic immigrant John Meagher followed the papal ban on Masonry and was not a member of the Mankato Masons, but he was a very successful and active businessman in the community. A secret society like the Knights of the Forest could help bridge the distinctions that might have otherwise limited social and political relations between him and the other members who had a Masonic and Protestant background.

Figure 24. John F. Meagher. 

Figure 25. First National Bank at the corner of Front and Hickory Streets in Mankato, ca. 1870. According to *Mankato: its first fifty years*, the bank was started with $60,000 capital in 1868 by several Mankato businessmen, including John Willard and Meagher as its president. (p.115) Image Source: MSUM Archives.

John Meagher: War Profiteer

John Meagher was among the most determined and prosperous moneymakers of all the Mankato men on the make entrepreneurs. He was born April 11, 1836, in County Kerry, Ireland.
and immigrated to America in 1847 at the age of eleven, living first for a few years on a farm in Illinois. When he was fourteen, he began work as a tinsmith apprentice in Illinois. He moved to Red Wing, MN, before relocating permanently to Mankato in 1858. Three years later, he bought an existing hardware store. Over the next few decades, he acquired “a large private fortune” from war profits.61 His store profited from the temporary population boom as soldiers and other visitors stayed in Mankato in November and December 1862. Advertisements for Meagher’s hardware store contained only a few lines of basic text in the spring of 1862. But by the fall of 1863, he had more wealth to spend on marketing in the *Mankato Record* and the *Mankato Independent*, and his ads now included graphics a sizeable picture of a stove. A few years later, he was able to purchase an entire “Agricultural Column” in the newspaper (see Appendix C).62

Meagher did not have quite the same background as the Barney brothers, John Porter, or Charles Chapman. He was not born in America, nor was he a member of the Masons. It is likely he was not overly familiar with secret societies or fraternal organizations since he had spent his youth surviving a famine, immigrating, and apprenticing. But he was a shrewd capitalist in Mankato, and the U.S.-Dakota War was where he first made his mark and built a reputation. Meagher’s biography does not credit the hardware store for his wealth. Apparently, he “was always active and alert in business enterprise, building many houses and acquiring much property” and much like Willard and Barney, he “dealt largely and profitably in lands.”63

62 *Mankato Record*, 1862-1863; *Mankato Independent*, 1862-1866 (see Appendix C).
His role as militiaman and member of the Knights of the Forest was likely part of his effort to integrate with the business culture. Frontier militias functioned as inter-cultural social clubs in the same way that fraternal organizations often spanned differences. During the U.S.-Dakota War, he enlisted in the militia to fight at New Ulm and served as captain of the Mankato Home Guards. His participation in the Battle of New Ulm made him a local hero in Mankato, especially among members of St. Peter and Paul Catholic Church. In 1862 and the years that followed, Meagher worked to attain business partnerships and elected offices. This wartime success was followed by other business ventures. He was a leader at First National Bank, a Woolen Factory, and held interests in real estate.

The U.S.-Dakota War, and likely the Knights of the Forest, launched Meagher into political and economic success, but his veteran status was also a big part of his identity. He was intimately involved with war commemoration and served on the commission to locate the New Ulm battle site, where he gave a speech at the monument dedication. Meagher’s biography is the only one of the four men that emphasizes his militiaman status. There’s a possibility that the Mankato Home Guard and all reservation-area militias were populated with Knights of the Forest members. Militias called “Home Guards” were created during the U.S.-Dakota War but continued through the fall of 1862 to defend Mankato and other town sites, ostensibly against the Ho-Chunk. Since John Meagher is listed as a leader of the Home Guard and is a confirmed

---
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member of the Knights of the Forest, it is possible that the Knights of the Forest coordinated or collaborated with the Mankato Home Guard.

If Meagher directed the Knights’ militia activities through the Home Guards, there were likely other Knights-controlled militias throughout the county. There is no record of the specific activities of the Mankato Home Guards beyond the muster roll, which also includes Chapman and Sheldon Barney. Hughes’ history of the county notes that no muster rolls were kept for Home Guards formed at Garden City, Vernon, and Shelby, areas where the Porter and Barney families owned homesteads at the time. These “Home Guards” could have functioned as ready militias for the Knights of the Forest to utilize. Militia groups had formed in those locations in 1859 and in 1861, and Garden City had maintained “a flourishing militia company” since 1857.68 In the days after the Battle of New Ulm, the Danville Home Guards formed near the reservation and “were stationed each night, and every move of the Winnebagoes closely scrutinized…at the Winnebago Agency, where the main body of the Indians were congregated.”69 With all that paramilitary activity around the reservation, the Mankato Knights of the Forest Grand Lodge could have easily coordinated and operated militias with their subordinate lodges in those areas.

**Participation in the Knights of the Forest**

Evidence suggests widespread membership in the Knights of the Forest, or at least sympathy with their goals, throughout Blue Earth County and areas surrounding the reservation.

---

68 Hughes, *History of Blue Earth County*, 125.
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The founding of the secret order took place in Mankato. But according to Hughes, its membership included “some of the most prominent and influential men in Mankato and Blue Earth County.” Mankato was headquarters of the Grand Lodge that took applications and issued charters to subordinate lodges. Both an 1886 newspaper article and Hughes’ county history mention “sublodges” in Garden City and Meridan. Unfortunately, the Grand Lodge records and those of subordinate chapters are forever lost to a fire.\(^70\)

A nineteen-page petition containing hundreds of signatures was sent to the Office of Indian Affairs on January 21, 1863, just three weeks after the Knights of the Forest was founded. The petitioners demanded the “Removal of the Winnebago Indians” because “Humanity requires it; the welfare of the Indians, as well as the peace of the whites demand it.” They wrote that they had long suffered as neighbors of the “wandering” Ho-Chunk people:

> With a marvelous patience the people have for years submitted to their annoyances, and perhaps they might have longer remained quiet but for the horrid massacres in their midst, which, from its sudden violence and brutality shocked and alarmed the people of the entire state. Henceforth, the Indians cannot be permitted to leave the reservation, and to be confined to it is starvation, for they will not work. Hence the removal of the Indians is a necessity.\(^71\)

But this was not exactly true. The settlers surrounding the Ho-Chunk reservation had never been quiet about their desire to have them removed. The debate had taken place in the Mankato press

---

\(^70\) *Mankato Review*, April 27, 1886; Hughes, *History of Blue Earth County*, 138.

for years, and this was not the first petition that asked for Ho-Chunk removal from Blue Earth County. Clearly, petitioners were exploiting the U.S.-Dakota War to push for removal.

The petition was signed in the weeks following the establishment of Knights of the Forest, which suggests that it was distributed at the organization’s meetings. However, there are no signatures of known Knights of the Forest members on the document, aside from suspected Knights participant E.D.B. Porter (see Appendix B). The name signed along with the text of the petition was Senator Morton Wilkinson, a Republican from Mankato. John Porter Sr., the Barneys, Chapman, and Meagher were all staunch Democrats. A membership roster could possibly be speculated from the names on the petition. But without any signatures of confirmed Knights, it is uncertain if the Knights were involved with the petition.

Of course, it is conceivable that the Democratic-leaning members of the Knights of the Forest circulated a Republican-conducted petition at their meetings despite the political rivalries. The Knights of the Forest oath, taken with Democratic politicians John Meagher and John Porter, included the promise to vote for candidates sympathetic to the cause. But nearly all Minnesota politicians were supportive of the Knights’ goals in the early months of 1863. John Wise’s Democratic newspaper, the *Mankato Record*, was in fierce post-war competition with the Republican *Mankato Independent*, as to which party was anti-Indian in the correct way, a battle that had been going on for years in Mankato but intensified in 1862.72

---

A separate petition circulated by Brown County men in January 1863 responded to Eastern critics by asking to move the Ho-Chunk people to parks in Philadelphia. Wise’s *Mankato Record* said this was “carrying a joke too far” and condemned “its tone and character” for being “disrespectful to the communities named therein,” even though the *Record* had repeatedly printed calls for “extermination or removal” of “all Indians.” Wise wrote that “a petition respectful and earnest in request and language” would be much more effective and the Brown County petitioners should not have “intermeddled in our local affairs.”

Presumably, this more “respectful” petition was Wilkinson’s, but the Democrat John Wise probably would not have publicly admitted as much.

At least one signature of a prominent Democrat appears on Wilkinson’s petition. Well-known Democrat and longtime Mankato businessman Daniel Buck signed the petition. He later served as Blue Earth County Attorney, a Minnesota Supreme Court Justice, a state legislator for the Mankato area, and a member of the Minnesota State Normal School Board. It is more than likely that Judge Buck was also a member of the Knights since he was elected to the legislature in 1863 and was in the same political, social, and business circles as Meagher, Chapman, the Barneys, and Willard. He was involved with the First National and Citizen’s National Banks along with John Meagher. Chapman’s biography states that he surveyed Buck’s South Bend land in 1858. Judge Buck is celebrated in Mankato history as a “noble specimen of American manhood” and is often listed as the speaker for any public event in Mankato during the

---


nineteenth-century. Late in his life, the Democratic Judge Buck gave the oratory at the dedication ceremony for a monument to the deceased Republican Senator Morton Wilkinson.75

Behind the scenes, the demand to remove Ho-Chunk from their reservation was a bipartisan effort. The three men who “conceived” the lodge meant to provide an organization that would connect men from different partisan affiliations to work toward the goal of Ho-Chunk removal. An 1886 article in the Mankato Review said the three founders of the Knights “believed that by uniting men of both political parties to work for a common object, throwing over their proceedings the mysterious veil of secrecy, they would be able to wield more power than by

---
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working openly by politicians or otherwise.” They knew very well that their influence came from rumors of nefarious intrigue and bipartisan cooperation.

So far, there is no evidence that any Republicans joined the Knights of the Forest. But many Republican Party members signed Wilkinson’s petition for removal in January 1863 along with Daniel Buck and E.D.B. Porter. Thomas Hughes never tied E.D.B. to a political party, but he was a relative of Democratic state legislator John Porter. Several other locally-known but politically-unaffiliated men appear on the petition, like John Porter Jr.’s brother-in-law, G.M. Flower, as well as Josiah Whipple, Harvey Burgess, Judge Lorin Cray, and Reuben Butter, to name a few. A secret society like the Knights of the Forest was probably the perfect political action outlet for someone like E.D.B., who may have socialized with both Republicans and Democrats but was not necessarily politically associated. The Knights might have also been attractive to people like Judge Buck, who was friendly with Republicans and could maybe even recruit some into the organization. At the same time, it is evident from their ritual that there was at least some political maneuvering during their meetings.

The ritual of the Knights of the Forest displays the singularity of their objective as well as their fear-mongering political opportunism. It lays out no goals, questions, promises or statements pertaining to any subject other than “Indian removal.” The politician in Porter and Meagher must have been especially mindful of the part where members took an oath to “sacrifice every political and other preference to accomplish” their goals. Each member vowed he would

76 *Mankato Review*, April 27, 1886.
“not aid or assist in any manner to elect to office in this state or the United States any person outside this order, who will not publicly or privately pledge himself” to the removal of Indians from Minnesota.\textsuperscript{78} Since the known Knights of the Forest in the Mankato Lodge were Democrats, it seems unlikely that the many Republicans names on the January 1863 petition took this oath. However, the careful phrasing did leave the door open for Republicans to join, since their candidates were just as anti-Indian as the Democrats.

Years later, Charles Chapman gave a description of Knights of the Forest recruitment techniques in the local newspaper. When a person was “known to be in sympathy with the objects of the order he was approached by a member, who in the course of conversation asked him casually what he would think of the formation of a society.”\textsuperscript{79} He explained that a surprise initiation into the group would take place, whereby the recruit would undergo questioning by a committee. The newcomer would then swear an oath stating

I _____ ______, of my own free will and accord, in the full belief that every Indian should be removed from the state, by the memory of the cruelties perpetrated upon defenseless citizens, and in the presence of the members of this order here assembled, do most solemnly promise, without any mental reservation, to use every exertion and influence in my power to cause the removal of all tribes of Indians from the State of Minnesota…

\textsuperscript{78} Ritual/Initiation, Grand Lodge of the Knights of the Forest. Old Main Cornerstone. Collection. MSU Archives Collection 200. Mankato State University Library, Mankato, Minn., 1869-1969. Box 1, File 42.

\textsuperscript{79} Mankato Daily Review, April 18, 1916.
Members also promised “not only to advocate the banishment of all Indians from this state, but to prevail on others to do so.” This rite of passage must have taken place dozens of times if there was a large enough membership to include multiple chapters throughout the county.

It is unclear why, or if, the Knights felt the need to remain a secret. The initiation portion of the ritual contains a promise of confidentiality, and the newspaper articles emphasize the secrecy of the group. They might have desired secrecy to protect reputations, although it is unlikely that they were ashamed of their membership in such a group in 1863 Minnesota. Lause’s explanation of secret societies as being a smoke and mirrors tactic seems an appropriate description of the Knights of the Forest. As mentioned above, Chapman’s newspaper articles stress their goal to pressure government. The late nineteenth-century Ku Klux Klan needed the confidentiality of a secret society because they advocated and engaged in activities that were illegal like lynching, especially when they were supported by the law enforcers of the area. So perhaps the Knights were secret at least in part because they too advocated unlawful and inhumane activities, such as shooting any Ho-Chunk person they found off their reservation.

Their ceremonial promises, oaths, and goals were focused on a generic image of an “Indian.” They justified the organization’s existence as a fight for their very survival. During initiation, the “Worthy Vice Chancellor” reminded recruits that many American lives had been lost to the Dakota, proving “that the white man and the Indians cannot dwell together in peace and harmony.” New initiates were then commended because they had “chosen the only path
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which will give security and safety to the future and prevent the blow of the glittering knife and merciless tomahawk.” Their ritual targets a generic “Indian,” with no specific tribe named even though every mention of the Knights of the Forest in local histories and pamphlets states their goal is only Ho-Chunk removal from the state.

The terminology and battle imagery contained in their ritual oath combines the Dakota and Ho-Chunk people into one enemy group, even though the known Knights were well aware that they were two very separate nations. In fact, if the ritual document was studied by itself without the newspaper articles or any other information about the organization, it could seem as though the group had targeted the already interned Dakota people. During the “obligation” ceremony, Knights of the Forest initiates were commended for choosing “the only path which will give security and safety to the future and prevent the blow of the glittering knife and merciless tomahawk.” The recruits vowed that they would not rest until the entire “accursed race of infuriated demons” was “driven far away towards the setting sun.” They only promised the removal of “all Indians,” and they do not specifically mention the Ho-Chunk.

The authors of the Knights ritual probably used the term “all Indians” intentionally, even though they only focused on the Ho-Chunk by all other accounts. First, it is likely that they did favor the removal of “all Indians” from the state, which would have included the Ojibwe in the north. Second, they might have been leaving the door open for an expansion of the Knights to the northern part of the state or anywhere else that indigenous people lived. Third, it worked in their

---
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favor for the peaceable Ho-Chunk people to seem the same as the Dakota people who had recently participated in hostilities.

The racial hatred against the Ho-Chunk was present when they arrived at Mankato in 1855, and whites simply used the U.S.-Dakota War to validate their racism. They did this by conflating all indigenous people into one group of outsiders, or what many scholars of ethnic conflict refer to as “the other.” When studying the record of the Ho-Chunk in Blue Earth County, it almost seems as if some settlers were waiting for something like the U.S.-Dakota War to vindicate their long held racism and calls for removal. Over the years, the petitions, meetings, and letters asking the federal government to move the Ho-Chunk out of Minnesota had exhausted every conceivable justification for their removal. The U.S.-Dakota War finally gave them the leverage they needed to convince the federal government. The Knights, then, brought a threat of mass violence that the federal government could not ignore.
CHAPTER V. HO-CHUNK REMOVAL FROM MINNESOTA

It is unclear if Ho-Chunk living near them were aware of the Knights of the Forest’s existence as an organization, but they were certainly alert to the danger of nearby whites. Their agent reported that they could no longer dig ginseng or go into the towns to conduct business for fear of their safety. The Office of Indian Affairs approved funds for farm implements in the fall of 1862, but Henry Rice and Alexander Ramsey promptly intervened to have the funds canceled. They reasoned that the excitement of the settlers meant the Ho-Chunk would surely be leaving and there was no point in making permanent arrangements for their continued stay in Minnesota. Their agent must have agreed because he pointed to incidents like the Mississippi River murder
and requested enough money to provide Ho-Chunk subsistence over the winter so they would not be forced to leave the reservation for food.\(^1\) Rice and Ramsey proved correct in their assumptions. A bill was first introduced in Congress to remove the Ho-Chunk on December 16, 1862, even before the introduction of a Dakota removal bill or the Dakota execution and preceding the creation of the Knights of the Forest.\(^2\)

Despite the danger of hostile neighbors, Ho-Chunk people fought hard to keep their reservation in Blue Earth County. Many were upset when the agent informed them that settlers were asking Congress for their removal because it was “unjust under the circumstances,” and they had “become attached to this location.” Winneshiek, who had previously protested a treaty that forced the reservation into allotments, adapted to the shifting conditions and changed his stance on the 1859 allotment treaty. He now wanted the allotments to be set in stone immediately, demanding permanent titles to their individual acreages.\(^3\) Thomas Hughes claimed that some Ho-Chunk people blamed Winneshiek for the removal because he had so fiercely opposed and blocked the allotment treaty’s enactment.\(^4\) According to one Mankato newspaper article, Ho-Chunks on the reservation also arrested a white man for advocating their removal. They held him for a time before turning him over and then threatened the arrest of two others for the same, including the trader Asa White.\(^5\) Some Ho-Chunk families went to the courthouse and

\(^1\) *Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Year 1862* (Washington D.C.: GPO); *Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, 1824-1881. Winnebago Agency, 1826-1875*, Reel 935-936.
\(^3\) *Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Year 1862*, 93.
\(^4\) Hughes, *History of Blue Earth County*, 138-139.
applied for U.S. citizenship to keep their allotments, but they were denied and Marcus Moore, the white man assisting them, was arrested for his effort.⁶

Government records reveal very little communication from the agency during the three months the Knights were active, so it is uncertain what direct impact the men “lying in ambush” at the reservation had on the Ho-Chunk people. The confinement to the reservation under hostile conditions worse than any experienced in Wisconsin must have produced an unhappy situation. The roll call counts during their transport to South Dakota show that possibly a quarter of the population did leave over the winter, probably back to Wisconsin where settlers still complained to the Indian Office of their presence. The Winona Daily Republican reported on May 18, 1863,

---

⁶ Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 138-139.
that about twenty Ho-Chunk people passed through town on their way to Wisconsin. This group of Ho-Chunk likely never arrived in Mankato for census counts, and there were surely others who did the same.

The only letter from Agent Balcombe to his superiors in the early months of 1863 describes his work toward getting the Ho-Chunk reservation ready to move. His long letter details each of his activities toward the relocation of the reservation, but does not mention the condition or disposition of the Ho-Chunk people whatsoever. Balcombe, like most government officials in 1863, had been the focus of immense criticism since the U.S.-Dakota War. The Democratic *Mankato Record* accused Republicans and their chosen Ho-Chunk agent, Balcombe, of supporting the reservation’s existence in Blue Earth County. Furthermore, Balcombe was involved in a longstanding rivalry with Asa White concerning the refusal of White’s trader license and accusations by both White and *The Record* that he was stealing from the Ho-Chunk.

White and his partner Isaac Marks had followed the Ho-Chunk as traders for years alongside government agents and other traders like Henry Rice who had nearly all been appointed and licensed by Democratic presidents and governors. But when Republicans Abraham Lincoln and Alexander Ramsey were elected to the presidency and Minnesota governorship in 1860, Republican loyalists replaced the Democrats in political appointee

---

7 *Winona Daily Republican*, May 18, 1863.
positions, like Indian Agents. Some Indian Agents, like Balcombe, extended the political
cronyism to trader licensure and promptly refused longstanding trader licenses of Democratic
partisans, like Asa White and Isaac Marks. At the time he wrote the letter in March 1863,
Balcombe was probably fatigued from a long winter among white neighbors who were hostile to
both him and the Ho-Chunk. Yet he expressed more concern for his reputation than he did for the
security of Ho-Chunk people.\textsuperscript{10}

On February 23, 1863, an Act of Congress ordered the Ho-Chunk to leave Blue Earth
County for Crow Creek Reservation in South Dakota. A Mankato newspaper proclaimed,
“Glorious News!” and the Ho-Chunk people were expelled from Minnesota in the spring of 1863

without negotiations or treaties. With no other justification for the government to force removal on the tribe other than the fervent anti-Indian sentiment among nearby whites, it seems that the Knights of the Forest had achieved their desired effect. The Ho-Chunk gathered at Camp Porter that May in Mankato to await transportation.12 The Mankato Independent announced the “Departure of the Winnebagoes” on one page, and “Valuable Land For Sale,” which were ”Winnebago Trust Lands” on another page.13 Perhaps the Knights of the Forest bestowed some honor to John Porter beyond naming their concentration camp for him, or maybe they performed some traditional-style closing ceremony to forever end their group.

A Place to Call Home

Some Ho-Chunk people in Blue Earth County fought the removal from Minnesota until the bitter end. Many of the families had already planted crops for the year and were said to have “actually shed tears” at the prospect of leaving them behind.14 Winneshiek and his people refused to leave his Lake Elysian village, and a company of soldiers was sent to force them into Mankato at gunpoint.15 They eventually left to the deplorable conditions of Crow Creek Reservation in what is now South Dakota. There was so much suffering there that most Ho-Chunk people eventually made their way down the Missouri to live near the Omaha tribe.16 In

11 Mankato Independent, February 20, 1863.
12 Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 139.
13 Mankato Independent, May 15, 1863.
15 Hughes, History of Blue Earth County, 139.
1865, they negotiated their own treaty with the Omaha people to purchase half their reservation in Nebraska, which is where the Nebraska Tribe of Winnebago reservation is today. Because there was no census taken of Ho-Chunk in Wisconsin until 1874, it is difficult to know how many died in 1863 and 1864 as result of the Knights of the Forest pressure for removal. Ho-Chunk historian Amy Lonetree estimates about 550 Ho-Chunk people died on the journey from Minnesota to Crow Creek.17

One thing Ho-Chunk people never seemed to let go was their collective desire to live on their original homeland in Wisconsin. Over the years, Ho-Chunk resilience and determination to return only seemed to strengthen each time the federal government forced them to move. Parts of the tribe never left Wisconsin, and many of those who left to live at “the reservation of the moment,” eventually went back. Some Ho-Chunk moved back and forth between Wisconsin and wherever the government reservation was located at the time. Agents at all five reservations received numerous letters from Wisconsin settlers requesting removal of Ho-Chunk people who remained there. In 1871, they forced more than 1000 Wisconsin Ho-Chunk into boxcars at gunpoint. The train then brought them to the reservation in Nebraska, where only 860 arrived. A

---
final effort by the military to round up Ho-Chunks in Wisconsin came in the 1874 with the same outcome as the previous attempts.\textsuperscript{18}

Meanwhile, the groups that lived on the government reservations were repeatedly moved to places they hated. When they finally found a place outside Wisconsin that they could tolerate in Blue Earth County, they were exiled from it to a place even more undesirable than the despised Long Prairie reservation. The Ho-Chunk even made one last effort for a government-sanctioned return to their homeland when they met General Henry Sibley’s military expedition on their way to Crow Creek. Ho-Chunk leaders asked the General for a reservation in Wisconsin with American soldiers to guard them from hostile whites. Sibley saw the unfairness of their situation and implored the government to treat them justly, without necessarily endorsing their request.\textsuperscript{19} By this time, Minnesotans were more concerned with the U.S.-Civil War and expeditions against Dakota fugitives, so Ho-Chunk injustices were at the bottom of their list.


\textsuperscript{19} Henry Sibley to William P. Dole. United States Bureau of Indian Affairs and National Archives (U.S.), \textit{Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, 1824-81. Winnebago Agency, 1826-1875}. (Washington, D.C: The Bureau, 1826-1875) Reel 936.
CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSION

The Knights of the Forest was essentially a grass roots hate group engaged in ethnic cleansing of 1863 Blue Earth County, Minnesota to support America’s enthrallment with expansion, which most frontier settlers believed to be the nation’s “Manifest Destiny.” Many scholars and historians of ethnic cleansing and genocide have documented the function of local elites in advancing the societal goals of a dominant culture. While the nineteenth-century Ku Klux Klan is similar to the Knights of the Forest with its secret society influences and its purpose of racial terror, the Southern hate group did not work toward a goal of ethnic cleansing. They were responsible for thousands of lynchings and terrorized black families in their homes for decades. But the post-Civil War Ku Klux Klan was most concerned with maintaining political and social authority over black Southerners who comprised their indispensable labor force. The Knights of the Forest seemed much more confident of their localized social and political power and Indians served no economic purpose to them. So they focused on physical eradication of “all Indians” from their midst. This is why the Knights of the Forest have much more in common with organizations that effected ethnic cleansing, such as one in nineteenth-century Texas.

Gary Clayton Anderson’s analysis of the Texas Rangers in his book, The Conquest of Texas, argues that the Rangers were responsible for ethnic cleansing in nineteenth-century Texas. The Rangers are an overly romanticized and celebrated institution in present-day America, but they have their origins in racism, greed, atrocities, and mass death. Anderson writes about a “culture of violence” that existed in mid-nineteenth-century Texas, in which both Indians and
Texans participated. But he points out that whites formed a policy and strategy around “racial violence” that "gradually led to the deliberate ethnic cleansing" of Texas Indians.

Although the Knights certainly never reached the levels of violence committed by the Rangers in Texas, their intentions and results were the same. Just like the Knights, the Rangers simply wanted the local indigenous people gone, regardless of how that happened. Colin Flint’s geographic explanation of hate groups in Spaces of Hate shows that the distinctions between such organizations are influenced by local conditions. The important difference for the Knights in Mankato that possibly halted the wholesale massacre of Ho-Chunk people was their almost immediate banishment from the state. Without the relatively quick exile from Minnesota after the U.S.-Dakota War, the Knights of the Forest membership could have enacted the same gradual, deliberate, ethnic cleansing that happened in Texas.

Anderson takes care to differentiate their actions as ethnic cleansing and not genocide because Texans were not committed to extermination. He points out that the early Texans would have been satisfied if the Indians had simply left. But they refused to leave without a fight. And so the Rangers became a paramilitary group who were given complete discretion for what they saw as the protection of Texans. The Rangers were so successful that they were eventually put on the federal payroll.¹ The Knights had the same goal and were willing to use any means necessary to remove the Ho-Chunk from neighboring land under the guise of public safety. The Knights had involvement and support from Minnesota legislators such as John Porter and John

Meagher. They also had militia connections through John Meagher and his Mankato Home Guard. The Knights could have easily become a statewide, publicly funded paramilitary hate group like the Rangers had they existed long enough to grow the organization further.

While the Rangers were not a fraternal order or secret society like the Knights, they were similar to the Minnesota men in other, more dangerous ways. Anderson cites studies in Yugoslavia that show “political elites often direct the actions of paramilitary groups involved in ethnic cleansing.” He points out that many politicians had been Rangers and used Indian extermination as political rallying cries. Even though Rangers sometimes acted on their own, all of the Rangers who “forced removal or committed the occasional genocidal act were an extension of the Texas political system.”² The Knights were also connected to the state political system, with Sheldon Barney, John Meagher, and John Porter in the legislature before, during, and after the U.S.-Dakota War and also likely members of the Mankato Grand Lodge. The extent to which the Knights functioned as a paramilitary group in a process of ethnic cleansing is still unclear. If Chapman’s allusions to murders during “excursions” were real occurrences, the Knights were well on their way to Texas Rangers-style atrocities.

It remains unknown if any member of the Knights of the Forest ever murdered a Ho-Chunk person under the direction or protection of the organization, but a massacre is not necessary to meet the conditions for ethnic cleansing. Hundreds of Ho-Chunk people died as a result of their removal from Minnesota. By the summer of 1863, Southwestern Minnesota was effectively emptied of all native people who had lived there just one year prior. The white

² Ibid.
settlers who had been slowly colonizing the area had desired and expected all along that indigenous people would eventually be moved out of the state. The U.S.-Dakota War had given the Knights a racial pretext that allowed them to appear and feel as though they held the moral high ground when they called for “extermination or removal” of a group of people who had done nothing to merit punishment and who had prior rights to the land.

Along with elements of land, profit, and politics, the fundamental component of race cannot be ignored. There is no doubt that racism and prejudice were prevalent throughout all of Minnesota in 1862. Even as Minnesotans sent soldiers to help the Union Army fight to end slavery, they called for a racial extermination at home. Many historians have emphasized the role of the federal government in the removals of indigenous nations across the Midwest. But the average citizens and European immigrants who settled the American West often organized, petitioned, and pushed the federal government into the hasty removals that cost many lives.

The culpability of regular men and women in ethnic cleansing events is just as great as that of the government’s. One scholar of Nazi Germany has found that even the most notorious ethnic cleansing in history was carried out by “ordinary men” who were not necessarily anti-Semitic, nor were they even really Nazi sympathizers and did not really support Hitler. Christopher Browning’s study of German Police Battalion 101 showed that the average men who perpetrated atrocities against Jews during the Holocaust were driven by what amounted to peer pressure, war-time fear, and dehumanization of the victims. In the same way, The Knights of the

---

Forest took an oath to “prevail on others” to advocate their cause. In the ethnic cleansing of Minnesota, the citizenry exerted every pressure possible to force the federal government toward that end.

Mankato elites also used racial imagery to justify and enlist support from settlers and the federal government for their own political and economic goals. However, settlers who felt they had lost land to the Ho-Chunk, experienced a brutal war with Dakota and saw native people in general as an “annoyance,” did not need much prodding toward racial hatred. The reality of 1862 Blue Earth County was that political elites either projected an anti-Indian stance or they would no longer be politicians. Racism had festered among settlers for years and amplified after the U.S.-Dakota War. The federal government had nothing to gain from Ho-Chunk removal aside from appeasing the settlers, but the war and subsequent removal brought profits to Mankato businessmen. With the Civil War in full swing at the time, the federal government likely viewed the Ho-Chunk in Minnesota as a problem that should be dealt with and forgotten as quickly as possible. Minnesotans felt vehemently the same way.

In the end, it was both the settlers and Mankato business class that benefited from the removal of the Ho-Chunk. Within days of their departure, settlers had moved onto the reservation land, occupying Ho-Chunk houses and taking possession of already-planted fields with a mind to pre-empt claims. The government sold the Blue Earth reservation through a bidding process. Buyers were mostly eastern businessmen and Minnesota elites, who re-sold it to farmers and pre-emptors for a hefty return. It is probable that most Knights of the Forest

---

4 Thomas Hughes, *History of Blue Earth County*, 141.
members profited in some way or another from the removal of the Ho-Chunk from Minnesota. Asa Barney’s two older brothers, with whom he shared several business ventures, were said to have closed an existing business because they made “more money in Winnebago lands.” In October 1862, the Willard and Barney Law Offices were already advertising in the *Mankato Record* that they would “prosecute war claims [and] procure bounty money…for soldiers and widows…” Charles Chapman was quite likely correct when he suggested that the prosperity of the white settlers in the county was owed to the Knights and the removal of the Ho-Chunk. The entire region benefitted economically from the profits made off the sale of “Winnebago Lands” in Blue Earth County.

The formation of hate groups like the Knights of the Forest usually have their roots in racism, economics and politics. It would be incorrect to place too much emphasis on wartime fear or retaliation for Dakota attacks as reasons for such fervent anti-Indian sentiment because the racial hate for the Ho-Chunk preceded their arrival at the Blue Earth County reservation. People had protested the establishment of the reservation weeks before the boundary lines were drawn and never stopped until the Ho-Chunk people had left the state. These objections began as complaints of “savages” but quickly grew to threats of extermination in the aftermath of the U.S.-Dakota War. At a time when most of the country was bitterly split along regional and partisan lines, Minnesota party politics centered on a cause around which most all could unite. Racism, in the aftermath of war, became a bi-partisan movement toward ethnic cleansing.

---

6 *Mankato Record*, October 4, 1862.
In the Afterword of *Spaces of Hate*, Daniel M. Welliver writes, “Communities have histories of hate, i.e., their own unique organizational institutions, seminal events, and engrained attitudes and patterns of behavior.”

For Mankato and all of Minnesota to take a complete and honest look at their distinctive history of relations with indigenous people, the Knights of the Forest must be recognized in U.S.-Dakota War histories. The Ho-Chunk people and the Knights are barely mentioned, if at all, in most U.S.-Dakota War books, articles, websites, and memorial ceremonies. Yet the story of these two groups of people has much to say about the war with Dakota. What happened to the Ho-Chunk who lived near the Knights of the Forest is a largely unknown dark piece of Minnesota’s past that undoubtedly contributed to the ethnic cleansing of Minnesota.

---

The Legacy of the Knights of the Forest in Mankato

Although there has been movement toward U.S.-Dakota War reconciliation and commemoration in Mankato, the history of Ho-Chunk people in Blue Earth County is rarely acknowledged. For the 150th Anniversary of the Dakota hangings, a ceremony took place at Reconciliation Park in Mankato, where an installation was added that displayed the names of the thirty-eight Dakota men who had been executed there. But there is no mention anywhere in the park of the Ho-Chunk people who lived there peacefully and were hunted by a secret society of Mankato founders. Every year, people gather at the Reconciliation Park for ceremonies with Dakota people. Meanwhile there has been only one, relatively low-key, public reconciliation program for Ho-Chunk people in Blue Earth County, organized by longtime Mankato reconciliation advocates, Bruce and Sheryl Dowlin, and a few other local people in 2005.8

Today, many Mankatoans make an extra effort to recognize the town’s wrongdoings during the U.S.-Dakota War. But the Ho-Chunk people and the Knights of the Forest are usually secondary subjects to the hangings and the Dakota prison that was located there. This is somewhat odd, considering the Ho-Chunk were much more a part of everyday life in the town, whereas Dakota people lived farther from Mankato and in another county. Before the war, Mankato newspapers often discussed the Ho-Chunk people, their traders who were part of the business community, and the likelihood or timing of a reservation removal. Blue Earth County residents did not seem very concerned with Dakota people until hostilities commenced. After the war had begun, Mankatoans feared they were in a “precarious situation” sandwiched between the

Ho-Chunk and Dakota reservations. Mankato newspapers covered the battles but also maintained a focus on the Ho-Chunk, whether they would join the Dakota, and if the Ho-Chunk would finally be removed as they had advocated for years.

It is understandable that Mankatoans view the largest mass hanging in U.S. history as their wartime legacy, but it is an incomplete historical image. The Ho-Chunk people were innocent victims of Mankato profiteers’ prosperity and “progress” before and after the war. Some Knights of the Forest members lived comfortably in Mankato as lawyers, businessmen, and civic leaders for the rest of their lives. Years later, members would sometimes recognize each other via the group’s secret grips, passwords, and hand signs. The Knights of the Forest ritual document was literally built into the foundations of Minnesota State University Mankato by the town’s earliest leaders. For some, the unusually large mass hanging might have been the most memorable U.S.-Dakota War moment. But in the shadow of that terrible event, the Knights of the Forest perpetuated a deeper, longer hatred. For this reason, the Knights are a piece of the story that must gain a more prominent place in U.S.-Dakota War history.

---

10 *Mankato Review*, April 27, 1886.
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APPENDIX A: INITIATION/RITUAL OF THE KNIGHTS OF THE FOREST

RITUAL.

OPENING.

When the hour arrives for opening the Lodge, the Worthy Chancellor (and in his absence the Worthy Vice Chancellor) will take the chair and call the Lodge to order by giving one rap.

Worthy Chancellor. The officers will take their stations. The Conductor will see that the Lodge is guarded in a proper manner. The Conductor will examine those present, that all may be worthy.

[If any are present without the pass word, they must leave the room.

C. [Reports to W. C.]

W. C. [The chancellor gives three raps, all the members rise.]

Officers and members: The objects for which we are assembled, are worthy of our care. It is no less than the preservation of our lives, our families, and our homes. Let us be ever watchful and keep constantly in mind the sacred obligation which binds us together as brothers in one common interest. I sincerely hope this meeting may be profitable to each one of us, and that we may go forth from this Lodge stronger and braver in the determination to banish forever from our beautiful State every Indian who now desecrates our soil.

W. C. The Worthy Vice Chancellor will now open this Lodge.

W. V. C. By direction of our worthy Chancellor, I declare this Lodge open for the transaction of business and for extending universal opposition to all tribes of Indians in the State of Minnesota.

[The W. C. gives one rap and the members take their seats.]

W. C. The Financial secretary will call the roll of members.

INITIATION.

When the Lodge is ready for initiation, the F. S. will retire with the Assistant Conductor, to collect the initiation fee when the A. C. shall propose to the candidate the following questions:

C. Before you can proceed any further, you must give your consent to the following questions.

Question. Do you promise upon your honor that you will keep all secrets and information which I may here reveal to you?

Answer. I do.

Question. Are you in favor of the removal of all tribes of Indians from the State of Minnesota?

Answer. I am.

Question. Will you sacrifice all political and other preferences to accomplish that object?

Answer. I will.

Question. Will you do all in your
power to elect to office such men only as will favor such removal?
Answer. I will.

Question. Do you desire to become a member of an order having for its object the removal of all Indians from this State, called the Knights of the Forest?
Answer. I do.

[The F. S. collects his fee, and the questions having been answered, the affirmative of the officers return to the Lodge room and report.]

F. S. All correct, Worthy Chancellor.
C. The usual questions are answered in the affirmative, Worthy Chancellor.
W. C. The Conductor will introduce the candidate.

[The Conductor, taking the candidate by the arm and leading him to the door, gives three raps. The Conductor introduces the candidate to the Worthy Vice Chancellor.]

C. Worthy Vice Chancellor, permit me to introduce our friend, who wishes to become a member of our order.

W. V. C. My friend: It is with the utmost gratification that we proceed to comply with your wishes. None but those whose honor and integrity are unquestioned, can enter our circle. We have full faith in your integrity. We place implicit confidence in you, that you will never betray the secrets of our order. The atrocious murders visited upon innocents, honest and industrious citizens, have proved to us, that our only security is in mutual protection and united action. We have learned, at the cost of many lives, that the white man and the Indian cannot dwell together in peace and harmony. The chief object of this order is to prevent the permanent location of any tribe of Indians in this State. The field open before us is wide, and our success will depend in a great measure upon our energy. You have chosen the only path which will give security and safety to the future, and prevent the bow of the glittering knife and merciless tomahawk. In be-

OBLIGATION.

I, __________________________, of my own free will and accord, in the full belief that every Indian should be removed from the State, by the memory of the inhuman cruelties perpetrated upon defenseless citizens, and in the presence of the members of this order here assembled, do most solemnly promise, without any mental reservation whatever, to use every exertion and influence in my power to cause the removal of all tribes of Indians from the State of Minnesota. I will sacrifice every political and other preference to accomplish that object. I will not aid or assist in any manner to elect to office in this State or the United States any person outside of this order, who will not publicly or privately pledge himself for the permanent removal of all Indians from the State of Min-
I will protect and defend, at every hazard, all members in carrying out the objects of this order. I will faithfully observe the constitution, rules and by-laws of this Lodge or any Grand or working lodge of Knights of the Forest to which I may be attached. I will never in any manner reveal the name, existence, or secrets of this order to any person not entitled to know the same; and in case I should be expelled or voluntarily withdraw from this order, I will consider this obligation still binding. To all of which I pledge my sacred honor.

The candidate will now sign our constitution and obligations.

W. C. You will now sign our constitution, after which you will be further instructed.

W. C. I will now instruct you in the signs, pass words, grips, and tokens of this order:

1st. I will first instruct you in the sign of recognition and the test word.

2d. The pass-word is to be given only by the Worthy Chancellor in the Lodge room.

3d. The Conductor will now instruct you in the grip.

4th. I will now inform you how to work your way into or out of this or any other Lodge.

I have some further instructions to give you in reference to the acquiring of members to our order.

The P. W. will instruct the candidates upon the constitution in reference to admission of members.

C. Past Worthy Chancellor, I am directed by the Worthy Chancellor to present this friend to be further instructed in the duties of this order.

P. W. C. I extend to you our heartfelt congratulations on the progress you have made thus far in the order of Knights of the Forest. You are bound by every honorable motive to conduct yourself in such a manner as never to bring reproach upon our order. You will ever keep in mind your sacred obligation, and you will remember that one of the great duties of your life is not only to advocate, the banishment of all Indians from this State, but to prevail on others to do so. Every influence in your power should be given to this one great object; and when this accursed race of infuriated demons shall be driven far away towards the setting sun—when these beautiful prairies which are now homeless and desolate shall again bloom into a paradise of industry and wealth—you will have cause to rejoice that you were ever a member of this order.

W. C. The Worthy Vice Chancellor will now make the proclamation:

W. V. C. Worthy associates, our Chancellor is about to proclaim, this person a worthy knight. Is such your will and pleasure?

All respond. It is.

W. C. Then in the name of the Grand Lodge of Knights of the Forest, I proclaim this person a worthy knight, and he is entitled to all the rights guaranteed by our Constitution and by-laws. Trusting you may become a worthy knight of our fraternity, I now welcome you to our circle.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.

1. Reading minutes of previous meeting.
2. Reception of communications.
3. Reports of permanent committees on candidates.
5. Initiation of candidates.
6. Proposals for membership.
7. Reports of special committees.
8. unfinished business.
9. Advancement of the order.
APPENDIX B: PETITION FOR "REMOVAL OF THE WINNEBAGO INDIANS"
APPENDIX C: MANKATO NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS

The *Mankato Independent*, March 31, 1862. Pre-war advertising for Meagher’s hardware store in Mankato’s Republican newspaper.
The Mankato Record, March 29, 1862. Pre-war advertising for Meagher’s hardware store in Mankato’s Democratic newspaper.
The Mankato Independent, April 23, 1863. One year later, Meagher’s much bigger advertisement appears alongside an ad for “Winnebago Lands Trust.”
Meagher added some graphics to his Mankato Record advertisements in the Spring of 1863. Meanwhile, Willard and Barney published several different advertisements in each issue that offered legal services for various war claims and land purchases.
The Mankato Record, May 5, 1866. Four years after the war, Meagher's small advertisements had become a "Hardware and Agricultural Column."